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News In Brief

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 23, 1987

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The speed limit on nearly 700 miles of
Kentucky parkways is 65 miles an hour.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson ordered the increase minutes after President Reagan signed the appropriations bill that authorized the move
on Tuesday.
The new limit applies only to those portions of the parkway system
that meet interstate standards, including four lanes of divided
highways with limited access.
Kentucky Department of Highways workers will begin changing
speed limit signs immediately, but the new limit is in effect even
though signs may not be changed.
The speed limit will be 65 mph on:
—The Bert T. Combs Mountain Parkway between Winchester and
Campton.
— The Blue Grass Parkway between Elizabethtown and Versailles.
— The Cumberland Parkway between Somerset and Interstate 65
near Glasgow.
— The Audubon Parkway between Owensboro and Bowling Green.
—The Purchase Parkway between Fulton and Interstate 24 near
Kentucky Lake.
—The Pennyrile Parkway between Henderson and Hopkinsville.
—The Western Kentucky Parkway between Elizabethtown and
Eddyville.
Speed limits on rural stretches of Intersta.tes 24, 64, 85,71 and 75 in
Kentucky were raised to 65 mph in June after Congress authorizied
inidividual state to raise speed limits on the federal highways.
That change applied only to interstates. leaving Kentucky without
authority to raise speed limits on state parkways until yesterday.
Although Kentucky State Police objected to raising the interstate
speed limit to 65 in June, they have no arguments with bringing
parkways up to 65 mph, said spokesman Capt. John Lile.

Brooks Bus Line Inc. is trying to Polk Brooks in 1929 If the last
cancel its last bus route from
route is canceled, it will become
Paducah to Clarksville, Tenn., strictly a charter service. The
which makes an afternoon stop in Detroit route was canceled
Murray.
several years ago.
The bus line must get approval
Tom Whittemore, treasurer of
to stop the route from the state
Brooks, blames the discontiTransportation Cabinet, which
nuance on lack of business. "In the
$411 have the hearing Jan. 20. past, a regular run was needed,"
Since the cabinet licenses bus he said, but now it's no longer relines, it must, therefore, grant ap- quired. It's a persistent feeling all
proval to the change.
over the country. People have
Since Brooks is the only bus line
more cars. If it were between two
that travels through Murray, Murmajor cities, there would be a bigray Brooks' agent Lisa Stanley
ger demand.
said, "We'll be sorry if it goes
But Murray's Stanley said,
through. Businesses use it to send "Sometimes we have really
great
parts. There will be no way out of business, a lot of freight
and peotown."
ple," she said. "But it comes in
The bus line began as a "taxi
service" to Detroit by the late J. (Cont'd on page?)

Meese associates indicted;
investigation continuing

Holiday closings are announced
for residents of the conununity
A number of agencies in the city and county have reported their
closing schedules for the Christmas holiday.
All offices in the Calloway County Courthouse and the Robert 0.
Miller Courthouse Annex will be closed all day Thursday and Friday.
Sheriff's deputies and the Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteers
will be on-call throughout the holiday, however.
Offices at Murray City Hall will close at 2 p.m. Thursday and will
be closed all day Christmas, but city fire and police squads will be
available in the event of an emergency. ----The Farmers Home Administration office will close Thursday at 2
p.m. and will be closed Christmas day as well.
The Calloway County Public Library will close Wednesday at 8
p.m. for the holiday and will be closed throughout the weekend.
The Chestnut Street branch of the U.S. Postal Service will be closed
all day Friday, with no out-going mail being dispatched from the office. Only Express Mail and special delivery packages will be
delivered, Postmaster Jack Hopgood said.
The Murray Ledger & Times will publish a weekend edition Thursday morning, with the business office closing at noon that day. No edition of the Ledger & Times will be printed Friday or Saturday.
All the above-mention agencies and the newspaper will resume
regular business schedules Monday.

Brookport,Ill. resident Todd Jefford used a pavement cutter to slice into
the curb at 12th and Olive Tuesday afternoon.'Telford, an employee of a
Paducah electrical firm, was helping to install a detector loop under the
roadway for the traffic lights at the intersection.
Staff photo by Davkl ruck

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API—
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson promises
there will be no return to the bad
old days of Kentucky education,
with class sizes larger, teacher
salaries lower and state funding of
local districts more meager than
what exists today.
But neither will he promise to increase the flow of dollars in the
next state budget to make class
sizes even smaller, teacher
salaries even higher and funding
of local districts proportionately

By The Associated Press
JERUSALEM — Palestinians threw firebombs and stones at
Israeli troops who shot and killed an Arab teen-ager as violent protests continued in occupied territories.
WASHINGTON — The United States and its six major economic
partners are vowing to intensify efforts to break the dollar's tumble,
but analysts are skeptical that the new exchange-rate pact will ease
the battered currency's fall.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — A 2,000-year-old quest to understand the
ultimate difference between the sexes may have been solved, according to scientists who report finding the gene that makes a man a
man.
WASHINGTON — Americans are getting an $86 million Christmas
present from the Internal Revenue Service, which is admitting it
made a mistake in originally making its new W-4 tax withholding
forms too complex.

Reagan signs
budget bills
containing
cuts and taxes

Today's Index
One section - 16 Pages

Wallach, 53, and former financial
manager, W. Franklyn Chinn, 45,
both of San Francisco, with
racketeering and conspiracy to
break racketeering laws.
R. Kent London, 44, of Honolulu,
an associate of Wallach and Chinn,
also was indicted on racketeering
charges.
The indictment charged the
three sought to influence Meese illegally, but the attorney general
was not accused of wrongdoing.
Each defendant was charged in
three of five separate schemes to
defraud either Wedtech, a financially ailing defense contractor, or
the government, through false
documents and bribery.
(Cont'd on page?)

more generous, Wilkinson said
Tuesday.
"I didn't say I was opposed to
(any particular programs). We
are not committed to funding for
any program beyond that which is
currently funded," said Wilkinson.
But he said he feared that top
Democrats of the state House and
Senate. in talks at a private dinner
he hosted for them Monday night,
had misunderstood his views on
the fate of education programs
and goals mapped out by the

General Assembly in 1985-86.
Following the dinner, House
Speaker Don Blandford recapped
the talxs for reporters and said: "I
took it that he made a commitment that he would not in any way
dismantle or do anything that
would take from ... what we had
done in the '85 session."
But Wilkinson said his promise
covered only "major programs in
the '85-86 education reform
package that had been funded in
this biennium," which ends June

30.
"What I have said is, we'll not
go backward, at least on the major
programs," Wilkinson said, using
class-size reductions to make his
point.
Legislation in the 1985 special
session mandated immediate
reductions in class size through
third grade and the current budget
contained millions of dollars for it.
The legislation also set a schedule
(Cont'd on page 2)

(leaning up for Christmas

WASHINGTON (API— When
President Reagan signed a pair of
bills raising taxes and restraining
government spending, it may have
paved the way for relatively
sedate budget politics in election
year 1988.
But it also may have set the
stage for another bitter struggle.
In a brief ceremony in the White
House's Oval Office on Tuesday,
the president signed the two
6-inch-high stacks of legislation.
One bill enacted $23 billion in
taxes over the next two years, including $9 billion this year, and
billions of dollars in cuts in benefit
programs such as Medicare and
farm supports The other provided
$600 billion for federal agencies to
operate this year, but included $7.6
billion in reductions from projected increases in expenses.
Reagan said the legislation was
"a first step toward placing our Carrie Estep, left, and Beverly Wallace, custodians at Murray State University, sweep off the steps at Wilson
Hall on the MSU campus. Estep and Wallace were wrapping up last minute details today before leaving for
(Cont'd on pig;t)
Christmas vacation.
Staff Onto by *Mt %Vitale
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Forecast
Tonight: Becoming mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers. Low in the mid to
upper 40s. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
Thursday: Cloudy and mild
with a 80 percent chance of
showers. High in the lower 60s.
Southwest wind 10 to 15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

NEW YORK (AP) — The indictments of three people, including
two former associates of Attorney
General Edwin Meese III, do not
signal an end to the federal inquiry
into the Wedtech Corp., investigators said.
"We don't know where the end is
going to be. We don't know where
it is yet," said Thomas L. Sheer,
head of the FBI's
New York office.
U.S. Attorney
Rudolph Giuliani
announced Tuesday that a
federal grand
jury had charged
Meese's longEdwin Meese
time friend and
former attorney, E. Robert

Wilkinson: no return to old days of education
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IRS kills new W-4 form, no penalties for underwithholding
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Americans are getting an $86
million Christmas present from
the Internal Revenue Service,
Which is admitting it made a
mistake in originally making its
new W-4 tax withholding forms too
complex
After a year-long effort to get
Americans to fill out the new
forms, the IRS threw in the towel
Tuesday and said no taxpayer
would be penalized for having too
little in taxes withheld from their
paychecks this year

Reagan...
(Cont'd from page I)
country on a reliable and credible
budget course."
The measures were a response
to the October stock market crash
that has left investors and
business executives less optimistic about the American
economy than they once were. One
cause for the uncertainty, public
officials and financiers agreed,
was nervousness over the federal
deficit, which reached a record
$221 billion in fiscal 1986 and $148
billion in fiscal 1987.
A week after the stock market
plunge, White House and congressional officials commenced a fourweek-long budget summit, which
produced a two-year, $76 billion
deficit-reduction package. The
bills Reagan signed Tuesday implemented all of the savings for
the first year, and most of them
for the second.
The taxes, spending reductions,
and other steps enacted Tuesday
produce $33.3 billion in savings for
fiscal 1988, which began Oct. 1 —
well above the $30.2 billion target
the budget summit decreed.

Wilkinson...
((ont'd from page I)
for continued reductions, with
lower class-size "caps" in additional grades each year, and for
which greater sums of money
would have to be appropriated in
future budgets.
Wilkinson said the present caps
would not be raised, but he was not
committed to seeking money to
drive them lower. Neither would
other items that required increases- in the current level of
spending, including "longevity"
bonuses for teachers, be untouchable, Wilkinson said.
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose, who attended Monday night's meeting, said there
now was no misunderstanding
about Wilkinson's position.
"We did, indeed, talk about
(how) the money may not be there
... for longevity pay and further
reductions in class size," said
Rose, D-Winchester.
The class-size caps set in the
1985 legislation were only goals
and even the legislature's most ardent education activists have
acknowledged the possibility that
further reductions might not be
possible, Rose said.
As for his 1988 education pro-

rw commissioner Lawrence B.
Gibbs cited the confusion over the
W-4 forms and a desire to make
this year's tax filing go smoothly
as key reasons for the decision,
which he said would cost the
government an estimated $86
million in penalty payments it
otherwise would have collected.
Gibbs made his comments at a
news briefing at which he unveiled
the final IRS forms to be used by
taxpayers to file their returns by
April 15.
More than 98 million Americans
For fiscal 1989, the goal is savings of $46 billion. Most of that
amount already has been taken
care of by the two years' worth of
taxes and benefit reductions that
became law Tuesday, theoretically leaving little work to do to reach
the deficit target. That is especially comforting to lawmakers who
never relish having to raise taxes
in an election year, which 1988 just
happens to be
The Gramm-Rudman deficit.
reduction law requires the government to reduce the deficit to $136
billion in fiscal 1989 or face acrossthe-board spending cuts. So if a
slowed economy forces the
government to seek more savings
than were contained in thrl# budget
summit accord, the entire agreement might unravel as lawmakers
are forced to decide where the extra money would come from.
The tax bill aims most of its
levies on businesses and rich people. But it also adds three more
years to the life of the 3 percent
federal tax on telephone calls,
which otherwise would have expired Jan. 1.
posals, Wilkinson would say only
that he will seek $5 million in each
year of the 1988-90 budget to set up
"benchhmark" schools — a major
element part of the education
plank in his campaign platform.
The idea of benchmark schools is
to spotlight and encourage innovations in instruction.
Wilkinson also said he would
seek an unspecified amount of
money to launch a cash-reward
program for teachers and other
employees of schools where
academic performance
demonstrably improves each
year.
The full cost of the program, $70
million per year, will come in the
1990-92 budget, Wilkinson said.
He said he was committed to
launching new education programs, rather than pumping
greater amounts of money into
every initiative undertaken in
1985-86 because "we must stop
forever trying to play catch-up."
"The first wave of education
reform passed us by a decade
ago," Wilkinson said. "The beauty
about our program is that we can
get out front in the second wave of
education reform at a cost that
will not exceed, and perhaps be
less than, what it's costing us now
to try to catch up in the first wave
of edutation reform."

will receive their 1987 federal income tax form packages in the
mail beginning Dec. 26. The new
forms incorporate for the first
time the long list of changes made
by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
"With so much at stake — public
confidence, the credibility of tax
reform, a smooth-running filing
season — we want to be sure that
we have covered all our bases,
that significant numbers of taxpayers won't be surprised come
tax time," Gibbs said.
The IRS has been under attack
all year over its new W-4

withholding forms, which were required by Congress to implement
the new tax law. The new forms
were supposed to permit taxpayers to more accurately
balance their withholdings with
their tax liability.
The initial furor over the W-4
form last January forced the IRS
to issue a shorter, less complicated W-4A form. The
agency said Americans who filed
either form with their employers
by June 1, 1987, would not be
penalized if it turned out they had
too little in payroll taxes withheld
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not face fines, which were supposed to be $5 for each missing Social
Security number
Gibbs said next year only one
W-4 form will be used. He said the
new form will be very similar to
the shorter W-4A version. He encouraged taxpayers to file the new
form to adjust their 1988 tax
withholdings early in the new year
if they end up owing a lot to Uncle
Sam on their 1987 taxes
The waiver of penalty payments
applies only to wages earned in
1987. not 1988.

State education fraud panels discuss reforms
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Regulating the underground cash
that fuels some unscrupulous
political campaigns in Kentucky is
necessary in order to install real
election reform, according to
Fayette County Clerk Don
Blevins.
Finding a way to do that,
though, proved too difficult on
Tuesday for members of a special
task force assigned to make
recommendations to clean up
elections.
"Unless we can get at illegal
cash that gets into the election process ... most everything we're doing is a Band-Aid," said Blevins, a
member of the panel created by
Attorney General-elect Fred
Cowan.
Panel Chairman Hiram Ely III

threw out several possible ideas
for regulating cash, including a
ban on all cash contributions and
payments and strict controls on
payments to campaign workers.
Several members of the panel
raised questions about the
workability of such restrictions.
"I would not like to see us get in
a position where we put a whole lot
of restraints on the candidate,"
said Jefferson County Sheriff Jim
Greene.
Blevins said his concern was not
small contributors or reimbursing
expenses in a campaign.
"It's interests, both individual
and corporate, which are able to
come up with large sums of cash,"
Blevins said.
Ely said the explosion of campaign workers in some races

raises questions about what those
workers do and why they are paid.
The allegations are that some of
the workers are actually being
paid for their votes, he said.
"It's always easy to say it was
just lunch or just gas," Ely said.
Cowan's group and another
formed by the Legislative
Research Commission, generally
agree on measures that can be
taken to deter abuse by election
officials.
With some minor differences,
both panels have tentatively
agreed to recommend changes in
the way election officials are
selected and trained.
Currently, most precinct
workers are selected by the two
major political parties.
"This two Democrat, two

ttepublican system we've got now
has only given the illusion of
fairness." Blevins said.
Random selection was suggested by both panels, with
Cowan's group suggesting special
training for election sheriffs, who
would be in charge of polling
stations.
Any new law should also require
such service, similar to the current requirements for jury duty.
A suggestion that the sheriffs be
given temporary arrest authority
was defeated because of the
liability problems involved.
Both panels also agreed the pay
for election officials should be
increased.
Reports from both groups am
due to be made to the 1988 General
Assembly

Researchers find gene that determines sex
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP ) —
The gene is on the Y
The ancient quest to understand
chromosome, which is part of the
the ultimate difference between
inborn genetic library of men but
the sexes may have been solved, not women. The research
ers
according to scientists who report
believe that a virtually identical
finding the gene that makes a man
gene determines sex in all other
a man and a woman a woman.
mammals.
The gene was located by Dr.
"We think we have identified a
David C. Page and colleagues at
single gene on the Y chromosome
the Whitehead Institute for
that is the sex-determining switch,
Biomedical Research of the
and we think we can infer certain
Massachusetts Institute of things about its mode of action,"
Technology during a race between
said Page.
labs in several countries.
While Page says he has
"People have been fascinated
assembled "a strong circumstanfrom the time of Aristotle about
tial case" that the gene really is
what controlled sex," said Dr. the sex trigger, he cautioned that
Robert Erickson of the University
more work will be needed.
of Michigan. "To have finally proThe discovery may someday
bably found the gene that does it is
provide new ways to treat infertilithe answer to a 2,000-year
ty and problems of sexual developsearch."
ment, but its greatest importance
If Page's theory is right, the
is the insight it provides'to one of
gene acts as a sort of master the basic questions of biology.
regulator. It appears to start a
"Although it doesn't tell you
chain reaction of hormones that anything that you've always
eventually leads to development
wanted to know about the difof a male.
ference between men and women,

Investigation...
(Cont'd from page I)
In Washington, a court.
appointed independent counsel
who has been investigating
Meese's role said he hoped the
prosecution of the three would produce evidence to implicate or exonerate the attorne.general.

The counse, James McKay, said
the three had invoked their Fifth
Amendment rights to silence in
the investigation of Meese, leaving unresolved questions.
McKay said he is "actively investigating other matters"
unrelated to Wedtech "concerning
the conduct of Mr. Meese vis-a-vis
E. Robert Wallach, W. Franklyn
Chinn and others."
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Now the agency has abandoned
altogether any effort to collect
penalty payments on wage income
this year, although Gibbs said
penalties still will be assessed for
underpaying taxes on other income, such as dividends and interest payments.
In another gift to taxpayers, the
IRS announced it will not impose a
penalty for failing to submit Social
Security numbers for dependent
children ages 5 and older. If taxpayers fail to include the information on this year's tax forms, they
will get warning letters but will

a. _court filing Tuesday,
McKay said that prosecuting
Wallach, Chinn and London "will
serve the ends of justice. Following the disposition of these matters, the independent counsel once
again may seek the testimony of
these individuals."
Giuliani is barred from investigating Meese because the attorney general is the U.S. at-

Front our family to jour fatnily
Z
in the 19 years l have been associated,
with the tobacco business, 1 have
watched two families grow. 1`1,y own
and the Ilumphries Tobacco Co., Inc. 1
family of fine customers.
in the coming y
we a
all want to
stop a moment to thank you for your
confidence in us over the years. We
would also like to wish you and you,rs
much good fortune in the future. Our
goal for the coming year is to continue to
provide you with the quality service that
you've come to associate with our family
name.Sincere thanks from our family to
tours.
n'terry sentiments for

Vuletide *
reettings

a holiday abounding
in joy and goodwill.
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Joe Todd
Motor Sales
307 S. 12th
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It tells you how that difference was
first laid down," said Nobel
laureate David Baltimore, director of the Whitehead Institute.
Dr. Peter N. Goodfellow of the
Imperial Cancer Research Fund
in London, a competitor in the
race to find the sex trigger, said he
believes that Page almost certainly has located it.
For the first six weeks or so of
development in the womb, all
fetuses are sexually identical.
Page believes that the newly
discovered gene — called TDF,for
testis-determining factor — rules
whether they will grow testes or
ovaries.
Everyone is born with 46 strings
of genes call chromosomes. Two
of these, called X and Y, are the
sex chromosomes. Women have
two X chromosomes, while men
have an X and a Y.
To find the sex trigger gene, the
researchers studied about 60 XX
males and XY females. These are
"sex-reversed" people who aptorney's boss. Giuliani said he has
not discussed the Wedtech case
with Meese.
Wallach, in a statement released by his attorney, said, "I deny
any wrongdoing whatsoever and I
am confident that the truth will
win out and that I will be fully vindicated after a fair trial."
Chinn's lawyer, Cristina C
Arguedas, said the indictment was
based "solely on the testimony of
former officers of Wedtech who
cheat, steal and lie and have admitte so in court."
There was no listing under London's name in the Honolulu
telephone book.
Four former Wedtech officials
are cooperating with prosecutors
after pleading guilty in federal
court to conspiring to bribe city,
state and federal officials.

pear to be exceptions to the rule.
The XX males are sterile, but
otherwise are physically normal
men even though they have the XX
chromosomes of women. XY
females appear at birth to be ordinary girls but do not mature sexually and have the chromosomes
of men.
Through a genetic mixup. the
XX males actually carry a tiny bit
of the Y chromosome on one of
their X chromosomes. And the XY
females are missing the same portion of their Y chromosome.
Page's research, published in
today's issue of the journal Cell,
set out to find the piece of Y
chromosome that the XX men had
and the XY females lacked. By
analyzing the genes, he narrowed
down the target to one snippet of
genetic material.
Inside this stretch of genetic
code. he believes there is one gene
that is essential for maleness. Like
other genes, it oversees production of a protein.

Bus route...
(Cont'd from page 1)
spurts."
Even so, its a "steady thing,"
Stanley said, with a few Murray
State students using the bus for
travel and to send parcels, and
businesses using the parcel
service.
Jerry Graham, parts manager'
at Parker Ford in Murray, said his
department will lose $300 to $500
each month if the route is
canceled.
"It will affect our business very
much," said Graham. "We use it
every day to send parts to Cadiz,
Clarksville and Henderson.
Heavier parts can't go UPS
(United Parcel Service
About five businesses in Murray
use the bus to send packages.
Stanley said, "I've been telling
businesses to write in and a few
said they would,"

• seasons cheer
Here's hoping your holiday
wishes come true!

Bob Nanney

Insurance Agency
107 1%. 4th
753-4937

The afternoon bus also makes
stops in Mayfield, Benton, Cadiz,
Hopkinsville, Gracey, Fort Campbell and Edgoten.
Comments on the abandonment
may be sent to Pam Penn, clerk,
office of general counsel-hearings,
10th floor, state office building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40622 on or before
Jan. 8. Attorney for the applicant
is Herb Melton Jr., P.O. Box 7406,
Paducah.
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ifor gas and wood burning appliances

ini—We offer full service installation—
Other Services Offered:
•Chimney Cleaning *Masonry •Bird Screens
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PERSPECTIVE
Santa, can you spare a dime?
Saint Nick is coming to
America with a bag loaded
with a $148 billion trade deficit this year. That jolly old elf
hears consumers singing a
strange version of "Jingle
Bells"
"Dashing down the road
with a foreign-made sleigh,
O'er the trade deficits we
go. laughing all the way. Ho,
ho, ho?...
Borrow and spend. borrow
and spend, borrow and spend
all the way'
Oh what fun it is to watch
our economy fall away "
Jingle-bell deficits are tolling a warning for our economy. As the $17.6-billion October trade deficit soared 25
percent over September, reflecting holiday season imports, the dollar plummeted
to 40-year lows around the
world.
With the dollar selling at
record lows abroad, the foreign-exchange markets have
a sarcastic suggestion for
your imported toy: Wrap it in
greenbacks.
The Reagan administration
urged caution in not overestimating the problem. "The
October increase in the trade
deficit is a disappointment,
but not cause for undue
alarm," said Clayton K.
Yeutter, U.S. trade representative. "The underlying fundamentals of our economy are
still strong."
Partially bolstering that
view was good news from the
home front. November retail
sales increased 0.2 percent
and producer prices of U.S.
finished goods were unchanged.
The Democrats were
harshly critical of the trade
figures "For years. we've listened to the Reagan administration tell us not to worry
about
a
few 'sunset
industries,'" said House
Speaker Jim Wright, DTexas "But the worsening

trade figures and the declining dollar raise the specter of
something even more troubling — a sunset economy for
America." Presidential candidate Rep. Richard Gephardt,
D-Mo., is raising the specter
of something even more troubling — trade protectionism.
Parallels have been drawn
to the stock market crash of
1929 and the crash of Oct. 19.
The Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act
of 1930 may have had a greater role in causing the Great
Depression than the stock
market crash. U.S. protectionism sparked an international trade war. Behind their
protectionist barriers, countries retracted. International
trade ground to a halt. Industries failed. Workers were
laid off. Economies collapsed.
On American streets, jobless
people asked, "Brother, can
you spare a dime?"
It would be disastrous to
react to the growing trade
deficit by erecting new trade
barriers. We need to sell our
way out of this deficit, by exporting more goods. We don't
want to provoke a new trade
war — and a new depression.
Americans are deeply ambivalent about these problems. As consumers, we're
voting with our pocketbooks
for more imports. As citizens,
we're giving signals to politicians to push for trade protectionism.

Milerray Ledger & Times

A different Hart the second time around
"I think I know why Gary Hart
Is going for it again," said Slats
Grobnik.
Because he believes the country
desperately needs his original
Ideas?
"No. I figure it's the only way the
poor guy can get out of the house."
That's most unkind.
"Nah, it must have been tough
for the last six months. I mean, how
many times can a guy tell his wife
that he's going to run down to the
corner store to get the papers or a
pack of smokes and he'll be back in
two or three days? Or that he got
snowed in downtown and has to
sleep in his office, in July."
Come now, it is entirely possible
that he is sincere when he says
there are great issues that have
been neglected by the other candidates and he wants to bring them
forth for the good of the country.
"Sure. But do you know how hard
it is on the nerves to make a quiet
phone call when you got to worry
that your wife might be listening in
on the extension in another room?"
Look, we should be fair, give him
the benefit of the doubt, take him
at his word. True, he made a
mistake, but he shouldn't have to

suffer for it the rest of his life.
"That's right. My cousin Louie
the Romeo made the same kind of
mistake once. He only suffered until the kids turned 21 and he could
finally stop paying child support."
I don't think we can compare
your worthless cousin Louie the
Romeo with Gary Hart, who has
had a distinguished public career.
"I don't know about that. They
had a lot in common. Hart got
caught by the Miami Herald, and
my cousin Louie got caught by an
angry husband named Harold."
Just remember, Slats, let he who
is without sin cast the first stone.
"Sure, but if we always went by
that rile, nobody would have to
show up for jury duty."
Well, I think we owe it to Hart to
listen to his programs to imnrove

this society and ease world tensions. You must admit that he has
always had fresh ideas.
-Hey, I've always had exactly
the same kind of fresh ideas, but I
never got a chance to go to Bimini
on a boat to try 'em out."
Why can't you keep an open
mind? The man has the right to go
to the voters and let them decide.
That's all he's asking for, a chance
to be heard.
"Right. Like I always said,
you're better off being heard than
seen, so just remember to pull
down the window shades."
Everyone deserves a second
chance. I've heard you say that
many times, especially to bill
collectors.
"Yeah, you're probably right.
But if he's smart, he's going to have
to run a different kind of campaign
this time."
Different in what way?
"Well, politicians have to go
around shaking a lot of hands,
right?"
That's a traditional part of the
game. They call it pressing the
flesh.
"Then he's got to be very careful
about what kind of flesh he presses.

Ten years ago
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee member Ted Delaney is
pictured with food in preparation
of annual Jaycee Christmas Food
Distribution project.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church presented allying nativity
scene as part of pre-Christmas
observances.
Quint Guier who was 95 on Dec.
22 was featured in the column,

U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
All U.S. Senators and Representatives may be reached by phone by dialing (202) 224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice.
State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
Rt. 2. Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
P.O. Box 85
Wingo. Ky. 42088
State Rep. Freed Curd
St. Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky.
or
1607 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Some do.
"Then he should always make
sure that when he kisses a baby, it
isn't wearing lipstick, tight jeans
and spike shoes."
I'm sure he'll make that
distinction.
"And if he bounces one on his
knee, it better be wearing a diaper
and not a bikini."
That would be prudent.
"Okay, if he does all that, then I'll
give him a fair shake and listen to
what he's got to say."
That's all he's asking for. And I
hope that the public and those of us
in the media will spend less time
dwelling on his personal life and
more time reading his position
papers.
"Hey,I'm really interested in his
position papers."
You are? That's very good.
"Well, you're never too old to
learn some new positions."

"Garrott's Galley" by M.C. House. He was introduced by the
Garrott
Rev. Lloyd Ramer
Twenty years ago
Thirty years ago
Navy Lt. Gerald T. Parker is
Murray Lions Club distributed
serving aboard Seventh Fleet 43 poinsettias to
shut-ins in the
destroyer USS Perkins off the community yester
day.
coast of Vietnam.
Recent births reported at MurBrooks Jones, estate planner for ray Hospital include
a girl to Mr.
Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs. J.C.
McCaleb and a girl
was the featured speaker at a to Mr. and
Mrs. Barnett L.
meeting of Murray Rotary Club Duncan.
held at Murray Woman's Club
The Ledger & Times received its
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U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
LOOKING BACK
This holiday season is a time for reflection. The events over the
past year, both at home and abroad, have brought us
many
challenges and afforded us many opportunities.
It seems like just yesterday when the President of the Senate
called the 100th Congress into session on January 6th. 1 remem
ber
the excitement and activity as the Senate and the nation prepar
ed
to commemorate the bicentennial of the Constitution.
This would be no ordinary celebration. It was 200 years
ago
that men like Benjamin Franklin, George Mason, and Charles
Pickney struggled to preserve freedom and democracy by creatin
g a new
government in a last-ditch attempt to keep our fledgling
states
together as a nation. The government these men created was
codified in a document which served from that point on as the
framework for what has become the greatest nation in the world.
Overseas, the war between Iran and Iraq forced the Presid
ent
to increase the number of U.S. naval ships patrolling the
Persian
Gulf. The firestorm of criticism that erupted in the Senate and
around
the world has been quelled by time. President Reagan's decisi
on to
stand firm and protect the right of free passage in international waters
has been regarded as a success. Even our reluctant European
allies
are now committed to protecting shipping in the gulf.
In August, I traveled to Turkey and Greece to discuss the importation of Kentucky tobacco to these countries. Overall, I believe
that we have made great strides in opening and expanding burley
markets overseas. For example, since January of this year Japan
has
imported well over $200 million worth of American cigarettes.
My
talks with Prime Minister Turgot Ozal of Turkey centered around
a joint venture between Turkey's tobacco monopoly, TEKEL,
and
U.S. cigarette manufacturers to produce a blended cigarette. I hope
these discussions will translate into increased Kentucky burley sales.
Closer to home, Congress continues to wrestle with ways to cut
our staggering national deficit. The emergency economic summit the
President convened to cut the deficit has come up with $30.1 billion
in reductions for the next fiscal year. While this agreement is far
from perfect, I hope it serves as an indication that Congress is finally going to get serious about belt-tightening measures to eliminate
the deficit.
Earlier this month the world focused its eyes on Washington
where President Reagan and General Secretary Gorbachev signed
an agreement that will eliminate short- and medium-range
strategic
missiles. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee, of which 1 am
a member, will begin hearings on the treaty January 19. I hope that
we can take the spirit of these talks one step further and begin
reducing both sides' huge inventory of ballistic missiles.
As we enter this most blessed time of year, I want to take the
opportunity to wish each and every Kentuckian a joyous holiday season and a Happy New Year.

annual box of hard candy from National Stores, Inc.
In high school basketball game,
Murray Training beat Cuba. High
team scorers were Rogers for
MTS and Wadlington for Cuba.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Alumni
Group met Dec. 19 in the home of
Charlotte Parker with Glenda
Boone, president, presiding.
Carolyn Melugin of Dallas,
Texas, is the guest of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Melugin.
Forty years ago
Last night Johnny Reagan broke
his third all-time record at Murray
State College when he got his 189th
free throw to top the record set in
1938 by Red Burdette. Murray lost
the basketball game to Eastern 46
to 43.
Harold Glenn Doran, son of Mr.
and Mrs. A.F. Doran, received a
Master of Business Administration degree at Ohio State University on Dec. 21.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen, Dec.
13.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club held a Christmas
party on Dec. 18 at the club house.
Mrs. Maurice Ryan is chairman.
Pottertown Homemakers Club
met at the home of Mrs. Clayborn
McCuiston.

ALL.7VIEN.

Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

And when he shakes a hand, he
should remember to let go of it
sometime before the next morning."
That's sound advice.
"And politicians still kiss babies,
don't they?"

Looking Back

In buying presents this holiday season, we can make a
personal choice. By buying
American products, we are
giving two presents. One to
our family. Another to the
worker who produced the
goods.
We don't need the government telling Santa Claus
what imported gifts he can
and cannot bring. We need, instead, to get U.S. elves to produce quality products Americans want to give and
receive.

How to.reach your elected officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell

PAGE 3

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general

Interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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MURRAY TODAY
Edna McKinney speaker
Phebian Class breakfast
ELECTROLYSIS

Edna McKinney presented
devotional thoughts at the
breakfast held Sunday, Dec. 13, at
8 a.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn, by Phebian Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church.
Mrs. McKinney gave thoughts
on Christmas and placed an ornament on a miniature Christmas
tree for each of the missionaries
having birthdays on that day as
listed by the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board.
Prayer was led by Betty
McElrath, special guest and
foreign missionary in Indonesia.
Members brought money to give
to Need Line to help with the

(Permanent Hair Removal)
Medically Approved & Safe
Only Individual Probe Tips Used
FREE CONSULTATIONS
By Appointment Only
Treated By A Nationally
CERTIFIED ELECTROLOGIST

Patricia Mullins, C.E.
753-8866

BARGAIN MATINEES
Dec. 19-Ion. PAH Seats $250

1

needy families of Murray and
Calloway Cowity.
Ann Page and her group were in
charge of arrangements. Opal
Howard, teacher, was presented a
gift by the class with Margie
Shown making the presentation.
Opal Ginner, president, presided.
Also present were Betty
Beaman, Wilma Beatty, Nettie
Bennett, Jean Bird, Jo Burkeen,
Ann Carr, Fay Nell Flora, Marilyn
Forrest, Sara Hussung, Betty
Lyons, Joyce McDowell, Madelyn
Melton, Rosanna Miller, Martha
Moore, Charlotte Parker, Sylvia
Puckett, Mildred Robertson,
Naomi Rogers, Anne Vinson, Betty Sue Vinson and Euple Ward.

601.1)IE
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Local couple married for 50 years
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Ford
(Dick) Sykes of Murray are today.
Dec. 23, observing their 50th wedding anniversary
No formal celebration is
planned.
They were married on this day
in 1937 by the Rev. J.D. Wilford,
brother-in-law of Mr. Sykes, at the
home of Mr. Sykes' sister, Mrs.
Homer Lancaster and Mr. Lancaster on South Eighth Street,
Murray.
Mrs. Sykes is the former Zula
Ann West, daughter of the late
Mrs. Cora West.
Mr. Sykes is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. W.D. Sykes of
Murray.
They have one daughter, Mrs.
Andrea Sykes Madison and husband, Tom, of Atlanta. Ga., and
one son, Dr. Ted Ford Sykes and
wife, Joy, of Johnson City, Tenn.
Their grandchildren are Mrs.
Kim Sykes Vaughn, married and
residing in Waco, Texas: Roby
Sykes, college student at East
Tennessee State University:
Thomas Ford Madison, college
student at University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: and
Daniel Reed Madison, 13, Atlanta.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ford Sykes
on wedding day in 1937
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Community events listed
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Jo Burkeen, editor

—MEW ARRIVALS—
Secret 04 My Soccom•Mitfor
Outr0000w Fort um.•Rosowoo
Goody oot our Koikhoy VIAPO %yodel
Mon Sat 11 sm lOpm Sun 1 p
10pin.

Sincere Christmas thoughts
to all, along with
our thanks for your
lbcontinued support.

OVilKaLmom
p
TO SO
Cheri Theatre-Lobby

Wednesday, Dec. 23
Members of Hazel Woman's
Club will wrap gift packages for
the public from 12 noon to 8 p.m. at
Wal-Mart.
————
Fern Terrace Lodge will have
its annual Christmas party for
residents and their families and
friends from 8 to 10 p.m. Music
will be by Rowdy Band.

Thursday, Dec. 24
The Murray Ledger & Times
will publish an early edition today
and the business offices will close
at 12 noon.
————
All senior citizens' centers will
be closed today.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be liturgy service at 6
p.m. and congregational singing of
carols at 11:20 p.m. prior to midnight mass.
————
Candlelight Christmas Eve service will be at 8 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Christmas Eve liturgy will begin
at 10:30 p.m. with Christmas
carols followed by the Holy
Eucharist at St. John's Episcopal
Church.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m., Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.,
Prayer meeting at 6:30 p.m. and
-Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include mid-week Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer
Candlelight Christmas Eve sermeeting and Youth Bible Study at
7 p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8 vice will begin at 6:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church
p.m.

DATEBOOK

Thursday, Dec. 24
Calloway County Public Library
will be closed today.
————
All offices in Calloway County
Courthouse and Robert 0. Miller .
Courthouse Annex will be closed
today.
Offices at Murray City Hall w !il
close at 2 p.m. today.
Farmers Home Administration
office will close at 2 p.m. today
Ellis, Hazel and Willis Senior
Citizens' centers will be closed
today.
Friday, Dec. 25
The Murray Ledger & Times
will not publish a newspaper today. The business office will he
closed.
Mass for Christmag Day will be
celebrated at 9 a.m. at St. Leo'
Catholic Church.
————
Calloway County Public Libra?
will be closed today
(Coard on page 5)

Andrea Renee Lane born

Christmas means many things to many people.
To us, it's the perfect time
to express our "Thanks" to our valued customers.

Corn-Austin For Ladies
402

Main St.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Lane of Rt. 1, Benton. are the parents of a
daughter, Andrea Renee, weighing seven pounds, measuring 20 inches,
born on Friday, Nov. 27, at 9:38 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Sandra Davis. They have one son.
Brandon Davis,4%. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Davis of
Rt. 1, Benton, and Mrs. Mary Lane, Rt. 9, Benton, and the late Frank B
Lane. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Cratus York of Rt. 1, Benton, and Mrs. Flora Davis of Briensburg.

Barry Brandon Barrone born
Raymond Barrone and Marla McLeod Driver of Hazel are the parents
of a son, Barry Brandon Daniel Barrone, weighing seven pounds six
ounces, born on Tuesday. Dec. 8, at Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.

753-2472

Christmas dinner planned
Fr. Stan Tillman, S.J., pastor, and Sr. May Anne Yanz, 0.P., diector
of religious education, of St. Leo's Catholic Church will cook Christmas
dinner for single parishioners and non-parishioners. The dinner will be
served in Gleason Hall at 2:30 p.m. on Friday, Christmas Day, Dec. 25
For information call Fr. Tillman at 753-3876 or Sr. Mary Anne at
759-1621.
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Internationals to be honored

Tubby's
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Shops

There's no substitute!
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Come Into Tubby's, Purchase a

Free Drink & Dessert
Holiday Dinner Special

Mushroom, Steak & Cheese Sub For I

$280

cannot be used with any other coupons or discount offers Valid at this location only.
Tubby's — 753-5095
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center — Murray
.
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Cannot he used with other coupons or discount of
fers. Valid at this location only.
Tubby. — 753-51195
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center — Nfurray
Expires 12-3147
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WMI.1 of First Baptist Church will serve a sack lunch on Monday, Dec.
28, at 12 noon in the Fellowship Hall of the church for International
Students. Others attending should furnish their own sack lunch and join
the group. This will e followed by entertainment (games, et.) The
students will be cooking their native foods for the dinner hour at 5:30
p.m. Others attending should bring an American dish.

Purchase any one of Tubby's 25
varieties of Submarine Sandwiches and
Tubby's will give you a choice of any
Small Drink plus a piece of Homemade
Apple Pie or Pecan Pie FREE!

I

+ Tax
And Get A Small Drink &
French Fry FREE!

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-5095

HONOR SOCIETY INITIATE I)awn Renee Taylor of Murray is a
recent initiate of Phi Kappa Phi
national honor society at Thi.
I nkersity of Mississippi.
Chartered at Ole Miss in 1959, Phi
Kappa Phi recognizes scholarship
In all disciplines To qualify for
membership, undergraduates
must be seniors or second semester juniors with high stan
dards of scholarship and
character. Graduate students and
students in professional schools
must have distinguished records
placing them among the ablest in
their classes. Phi Kappa Phi is the
highest academic honor attainable
at Ole Miss.

e Delher
753-5095

of 11*

a llerrN Christmas'

Rex Camp Backhoe Service
909 Johnny Robertson Rd.
Murray, KY
753-9224

,,Aha
happy holiday
In the true Christmas
tradition, we'd like
to wish all our good
friends and patrons a
warm, wonderful day'

JERRY'S
SPORTING GOODS
0th and Walnut
Mayfield, Ky.
247-4704

Dunn-Knight wedding planned
Mr and Mrs. Larry J. Dunn of
1710 West Olive St., Murray, announce the approaching marriage
of their daughter, Cindy Lynn, to
Jay Knight, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Knight of Rt. 8, Box 997,
Murray
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
Dunn and of Leon Collins and the
late Mrs Bessie Collins, all of
Murray
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Mason Cannady of
Murray and of Mrs. Irene Knight
and the late Cecil Knight of Almo.
Miss Dunn is a 1986 graduate of
Calloway County High School. She
is employed by Mike Keller CPA
in Murray.
Mr. Knight is a 1984 graduate of
Murray High School. He Is
employed by Knight Floor Covering Service in Murray.
The candlelight ceremony will
be solemnized on Friday, Jan. 29,
at 7 p.m. at University Church of
Christ.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

THE MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES
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FAIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY

Cindy Lynn Dunn and
Jay Knight to be married

FOOD COLLECTED — Over 1200 cans of food were
collected in a recent
canned food drive by East Calloway Elementary
School Just Say No
Club. The food was taken to Need Line for distri
bution with Christmas
baskets. Club members were responsible for
the drive in their
classrooms with winning classes receiving a pizza
or Coke party as a
prize. The winning class with 282 cans was Maxin
e Pool's third grade;
second with 229 cans was Shirley Wall's third grade
; third with 131 cans
was Diana Cothran's sixth grade; fourth with 113
cans was Doll Redick's
second grade; fifth with 102 cans was Marth
a Smith's second grade.
Classes of Pool and Wall had a pizza party while
other class members
each had a Coke at recess. Santa Claus also visited
and gave each Just
Say No student a gift from the leaders. Pictured,
from left, kneeling,
Tommy Durham and Steve Ingersoll, from Mrs.
Pool's class; Tracey
O'Connor, Tony Durham and Scotty Schecter, from
Mrs. Wall's class;
standing, Raymond O'Conner and Just Say No leader
s — Tresa Clark,
Nannette Durham, Janet Schecter an son, Josh
Schecter.

Babies and dismissals listed
No newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Dec.
21, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Russeau baby boy. mother,
Jodi, Rt. 1, Box 320, Hardin:
Hargrove baby boy, parents,
Kathryn and Robert. Rt. 7, Box
558, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Irene Hua and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Box 68. Puryear, Tenn.:
Mrs. Gina Colley and baby boy.
Rt. 5, Mayfield:
Mrs Kimberly Curtsinger and..

'baby boy. Rt. 1, Box 165. Fancy
Farm: George Dowdy.'Rt. 1, Box
277, Farmington:
Mrs. Rose Miller, Rt. 1, Box 478,
Dexter: Ronald Wisehart, Rt. 1,
Box 282, Almo, Mrs. Ruth Spann,
c/o Ruth Warren, Rt. 4, Box 160,
Murray.

614 S. 4th
753-0632

LAST
MINUTE
GIFT
IDEAS!
Fresh Fruit
Baskets
and
Apple Cider
There's still
time to order
for Christmas!
To all our
friends and
customers, a
very happy
Holiday Season
to each and
every one
of you.
Thank your for
your patronage
over the year.

CLASS CELEBRATES — Members of Golden Circle
celebrated the holiday mason by preparing Christmas Sunday School Class at Memorial Baptist Church
stockings for the 40 patients in Hugh L. Houston Long
Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospit
al. At the request of the class, membes of the churc
h
donated items to help fill the stockings. Grace Mart,
seated, a patient at the hospital, looks at gifts from
class. Pictured, standing,from left, are Anna Marga
the
ret Cunningham, Teresa Burgess and Jo Ann Knedle
r,
class members.

Best
Wishes
Inthe true spirit of Christmas
giving. we'd like to offer our
thanks for your) valued
patronage. •.4L.J. Hondon
Air Conditioning, Refrigeration
& Fleeting

t

Here's to a • Nonderful
,,,,. Christmas and a world
of peace and beauty!

Leta's Beauty
Salon

We will close
Dec. 24th and
reopen
Jan. 4, 1988.
Merry Christmas
from all of usj4:

lippen's
Hillbilly
Barn
408 N. 12th
753-8214

P0. Box 1024 — Hwy. 94 East
753-9225

PETS OF THE WEEK — These three animals are available for adopti
on at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore
Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Societ
y of Calloway County. They are, from left,
"Stinker," a three-months old Blue Point female Siame
se cat; "Trixie," a two-months old female
Husky/Collie mix pup; and "Bo," a two-year-old hound and Great
Dane mix dog. Also available for adoption
are a male long haired red Tabby, male and female black cats,
and female Husky/Shep mix adult. Animals
who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter,
open
through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday and Sunday. The shelte to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday
r will be closed Christmas day. For information call 759-4141.
((bard from page 4)
1Friday, Dec. 25
All offices in Calloway County
Courthouse and Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex will be closed
today.
Offices at Murray City Hall will
be closed today.

Friday, Dec. 25
Farmers Home Administration
office will be closed today.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
closed today for activities by
senior citizens

Friday,Dec. 25
Postoffices will be closed today
with no mail delivery in city and
county.
————
AA and Al-Anon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U. Kevil
Center, South 10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
— ——
No games will be played at Murray Moose Lodge.

ININTOWN MUIR AI

ENGLISH SOLE
UPSTAIRS Salesman Sample S•A•1.401.
Saturday 9 til 5

LAST DAY!

SPRING Ladies Apparel

Discounted 70%
Located Above English Sole • Cash and Chec
ks

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS SALE GWEN'S
Coats
Sweaters
30% Off
20% Off
Sportswear
Blouses
20% to 50%Off
20% Off
Lingerie
Dresses
20% Off
20% Off

2303 Kentucky Ave.
Mon.-Sat. 9 to"5
Sunda), 1 to 5
Paducah. K1
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GaRAI%ign Stillbirth makes doomed baby's vital organs unuseable
LOMA LINDA, Calif. (AP ) — A
woman who had hoped her doomed baby's vital organs could be used to save other infants was grieving because the child was
stillborn, but relieved the ordeal
had finally ended, her doctor said.
The stillbirth made the baby's
heart and liver unuseable for
transplant, but her corneas and
heart valves would be
transplanted, officials at Loma
Linda University Medical Center
said.
Doctors planned to remove the
organs from the baby's body Tuesday evening, said Dr. Joyce
Peabody, chief of neonatology at

Prompt emergency care helps
save boy trapped underwater
in car for 20-25 minutes

Seasons
Greetings
Our frosty greetings are filled
with cheer, at this (unfilled time of year. To all
our friends we'd like to say,
"let's make this the merriest Christmas day!''

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grove Rd.

753-5742

Wishing yoU••.
All the joy a wish can bring
because our friends mean everything!

Terry's Decorating & Carpet Outlet
753-3321 or 753-2600
Hwy 641 S.

the hospital. Hospital officials Wrung for use in transplants.
were not available for comment
The stillbirth left Mrs. Winner
early today
and her husband, Michael, grievBrenda Winner, 30, delivered ing not only for the loss of their
the baby girl Tuesday at Loma child, but because they had hoped
Linda and named her Jarren.
Jarren's birth might save other
The girl was diagnosed in the babies, said Dr. Elmer P Sakala,
womb as having an anencephaly. chief of obstetrics.
a fatal, congenital defect in whidh
The Winners held Jarren in their
most of the brain is missing or arms long enough to say goodbye
severely underdeveloped.
after the girl was delivered, said
Anencephalic infants die within hospital spokeswoman Anita
weeks after birth as their Rockwell.
breathing, controlled by the brain
The stillbirth ended without
stem, slowly fails. Before she was resolving medical ethics issues
declared brain dead, the baby was that were hotly debated and that
to have been placed on a have been closely watched by
respirator to keep her'organs tune- right-to-life groups.

RENO, Nev. (AP) — Prompt brain swelling that can occur in
emergency care helped account such cases, but that it would take
for the survival of a 20-month-old time to determine whether the boy
boy who was trapped in a car suffered brain damage.
under water for 20 to 25 minutes,
The child was trapped when his
the child's doctor says.
mother's four-wheel-drive wagon
Dr. Barry Frank said Stephen skidded down an embankment,
Edmonds came out of a coma and turned over and sank wheels up in
was fussing, crying and shaking a frozen canal in Gardnerville.
his head Tuesday a day after the Deborah Edmonds, 21, managed
car wreck.
to escape through a broken win"I think we can safely say at this dow. Frank said the boy appears
point that he's going to survive," not to recognize his mother but
Frank said.
"he sometimes mouths
Stephen remained in critical 'Mommy.
condition at Washoe Medical
Frank attributed the recovery to
Center. Frank said there was no the boy's good health and the
evidence of nerve damage or quick response of rescuers.

Merry Christmas To All...
Please join us for the

Christmas Eve Candlelight
Communion Service
Dec. 24 at 8 p.m.

First Christian
Church

The anti-abortion Right to Life
League of Southern California
stressed the need to ensure the
child was brain-dead before her
organs were transplanted.
The California Pro-Life Medical
Association also became involved,
and wanted a medical examiner to
confirm brain death.
"The issues about brain death
and prolonging life obviously did
not come into play since the baby
was born dead," said Peabody.
However, she added Loma Linda would continue efforts to make
use of anencephalic children for

organ transplants.
Mrs. Winner and her husband. a
29-year-old utility worker from Arcadia, learned of their unborn
baby's condition through an ultrasound test on Aug. 29. Mrs. Winner
then called 118 hospitals before
she found Loma Linda willing to
try to utilize the child's organs.
The heart of an anenceptialic
Canadian newborn girl was
transplanted into newborn Paul
Holc at Loma Linda on Oct. 16 in
an operation that inspired the Winners' desire to donate their child's
organs.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
What kind of day v.ill tomorrow be? To find out what the stars
say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign
FOR FRIDAY. DECEMBER 25, 1987
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Pit
You'll enjoy quiet times now. and a
special rapport with family members
An inspiration comes regarding a
career endeavor Some feel humanitarian today.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
News from distant friends is heartwarming. Friends play an important
role in making this a happy holiday
for you. Be sure to accept invitations
which come now
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Yek
You'll feel a greater rapport and
closeness with a family member
today. New thoughts about career
have you especially motivated.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
ESP is the only way to describe the
connection between you and a close
tie now. The warmth of the holiday
season adds to the closeness you
already share
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You need to guard against a minor
extravagance today. Now you'll feel
closer to a relative than you have in
some time Home life is emphasized
tonight.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
This is an especially joyful Christmas for you as you'll feel very close
to a loved one now. Romance adds a
special something to this already very
special day

Fut

LIBRA
(Sept 23 to Oct. 22)
A gill from a co-worker has special
meaning for you. A new pet may he a
welcome addition to your household
now An aunt or an uncle holds a
special place in your heart
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Today you'll want to do something
special for amusement A movie,
caroltrig. or a toboggan ride may be
part of your agenda. Enjoy a merry
Chnstmas
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Home is where the heart is On,
holiday. You may be especially
touched by one gift you receive Try
not to go overboard in the eruoyment
of food and drink
CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan 10)
Sentiment and nostalgia are in ill,
forefront now A mend would appre
ciate a phone call from you Lis al
visits make this a festive time for )(NA
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb 18)
Something catches your eye today
which you know would be the perfts
gift for a business colleague Some of
you will devote time, energy Of
money to a charitable coocern
PISCES
war
(Feb. 19to Mar 20)
slaw
You're popular and sought alter
this Christmas News from a close tie
who lives far away adds to your
overall happiness You glow from
within with the holiday spirit

A

FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1087

LJL

MERRY CHRISTMAS!
from
All of the folks at
PEOPLES BANK
(y1
MURRAY

T

KY.

5th & Main • N. 12th & Chestnut • S. 12th &
Story
753-3231 • Member F.D.I.C.

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr 19)
Olt
Don't let some discouraging advice
cause your drive to dimineih. Its best
not to advertise your financial moves
now. Behind-the-scenes planning is
favored.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Socializing goes best early in the
day. You may be disappointed in a
friend about a money matter. Someone may fail to follow through on a
promise.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Though you won't get the feedback
you desire from others about a career
move, you still will be able to make
progress through your own initials-.
and determination.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
The holiday season may leave you
with some unfinished projects on the
job front. Still, put aside worry and
enjoy today's chances for continued
merriment.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
It seems like domestic interests
will afford you more satisfaction
today than outside activities. Some
feel a hit inhibited due to a private
concern.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You'll want to spend extra time
now with a romantic interest, though
some problems at home may curtail
the time you have together for fun
activities.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Though you'll make a good star
today regarding a financial or pa,
concern, you may get easily discoin
aged if an obstacle should arise H.
content with gains made
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Take the initiative in romance and
the planning of leisure events and
not let worry about finances can'-'
you to shortchange yourself from
what should be good times
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 22 to Dec.''21)
ffie
Though you're anxious to get the
house back in order, try not to be too
demanding with other family mem
tiers. Today you could he the spoils
port.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan 19)
You're still very much in the social
whirl, though during evening hours
you may tend to dwell on a problem
from the past. Right now you should
live for today!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Though you feel confident about
making money today, you're more
cautious when it comes to spending
it. Dwell on the positive now, and
downplay needless worry.
PISCES
Weir
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
sale
It's a poor time to ask favors of
higher-ups or to push forward with a
business plan. Drive is better spent in
the enjoyment of cultural interests.

Weatosn
4\tcr`tSizzlin
Celebrate the Holiday Season with us,
enjoy excellent food & service.

Steak Dinners
1 thru 18
(On the menu)

Buy 1 Get 1 FREE
(Mon Tues. & Wed.)
Dec 21 thru 23
406 N 12th

759-9555
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Santa impersonator arrested Tuesday
A man dressed in a Santa Claus
suit was arrested in front of the
Lone Oak Road K Mart in
Paducah Tuesday night. George
L. Morris Jr. was charged with attempted armed robbery, possession of a police scanner and carrying a concealed deadly weapon,
according to Kentucky State
Police information officer Chuck
Robertson.
Several people had noticied that
the Banta, with shoe polish on his
face and hands and wearing
sunglasses, was acting strangely,
Robertson said. He was apparently listening to the police scanner,
with an ear plug.

When state police Sgt. John
Johnson and Trooper Robie Hunt
arrived at approximately 7:45
p.m., they found a loaded,
.32-caliber revolver in Morris'
santa suit, Robertson said.
Morris was lodged in the McCracken District Jail. An investigation is continuing by
Johnson, Hunt and state police
detective Steve Glenn.

4*+*+*4*+*4*4*4*
4.
4.
!AI
Loretta and Sid Jobs and son Ricky.

Bill and Genevieve Adams and son Ctiip.

For your loyal
patronage all
year long a
sincere thank you'

4
,:'

Newly honored Eagle Scouts le
•

Wishing you,
your family and
your friends all
the joys of
Christmas.

4444*
; CARROLL TIRE
& WHEEL
ALIGNMENT,
INC.
•
*
4.*

1105 Pogue
753-1489

9.
4.

4.
•
4.
4.

Have a
happy
Christmas!

4.
4.

9.

Jo-An's
Varieties

4.

4.

100 S. 5th
Murray, Ky
753-9589
Open Fridays till 8:00
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m
Closed Xmas Eve
at 5 p.m.

4.
4.

4

4.

merry Christmas

to you and those you hold
most dear! Thanks for
your continued support.

Bonnie and Mike Bawdier and son Eric.
JoAnn and Col. Charles Knedler and son Greg.

7'
Subsb
-N-b
Yogur'tS

Dixieland
Shopping
Center

Will Close 5 p.m. Christmas Eve
Reopen 11:00 a.m., Sat. Dec 26th

Gary and Phylis Alvie Schroeder and sons Aaron, Ezra and Isaac.

Phil and Sarah Bryan and son Phillip.

Commission to investigate Ma Bell's rates
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The
Kentucky Public Service Commission said today it will review and
investigate South Central Bell's
rates and charges to determine
whether the telephone company's
earnings exceed the amount
authorized in its 1985 rate case.
The commission said it wanted
to determine whether South Central Bell's intrastate rates were
still reasonable,/ considering
changes within the company since
its returns on equity were set at
13.5 percent to 14.5 percent in 1985.

11 •

A- 4

.44,44444*4*,

A

.,g

SANTA
SAYS:

South Central Bell has
revamped its internal retirement
program, set new depreciation
schedules, added and deleted services in the last two years, the
commission said in a news
release.
At the same time, it said, the
Federal Communications Commission has made major changes

In telephone operations, including
a new accounting system and
removal of tariffs for installation
and maintenance of inside wiring.
The commission ordered South
Central Bell to cut rates by $19.4
million in July as a result of
changes in federal tax laws. The
release also noted that "market

conditions differ significantly than
those present two years ago."
South Central Bell, based in
Louisville, is a wholly owned subsidiary of BellSouth Corp. of
Atlanta. It is Kentucky's largest
telephone utility, serving 840,000
customers in 79 counties.

It's the time of year for sending lots
of good cheer! May you have the
merriest of holiday seasons and a
new year abundant with love, peace
and joy.

CAIN'S
AMC JEEP
Hwy. 641 N.

753-6448

••• OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO •••••••••••••••••••••

Read the want ads daily

To All Our Friends:
We at Wilson Real Estate would like to take this opportunity to "Thank" all of our customers for making
1987 a very prosperous year.
Wilson Realty has grown at a staggering rate of221%
from the end of 1986 to the end of 1987.
Our goal for 1988 is to maintain this rapid rate of
growth and to serve you even better. In order to do
this, we will need your help. We realize that without you this would be impossible and that is why we will do our very best to satisfy your every need.

We would like to wish every one a Merry
Christmas and hope that the New Year brings
you happiness and joy. Sincerely,
"
isitc4.0
41,t,

a,L4.4Air

Video Mart
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5 Movies
$a00
For

VCR

per day

Bel-Air Center
Murray, Kentucky
Phone (502)
753-1399

Over 2,000 Movies
Large Quantity
VCR's for Rent

Lowest Prices in Town
Special Weekend Rates
•NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
'CONVENIENT PARKING
•FRIENDLY SERVICE
*NIGHT DEPOSIT AVAILABLE

Open Christmas Eve Till 10:00
*Keep Movies Christmas Day FREE!
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Sandlower

Coke

Corn
Meal

2 liter pimento

9C

F.-

Sib.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sot. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun.
1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps

Blue Ribbon Popcorn
Dry Roasted Peanuts
Bon Ton Cheese Curls
Round Tortilla Chips

Canned Hams
Jimmy Dean Sausage

594
'1 79

2 lb

16 oz.

12 oz. 994

79*

12 ca

3 lo,

$799

es, $1 89

Cream Cheese
Imit. Margarine Spread
Biscuits

694
594
a.214
2 lb.

Blue Bonnett Margarine ;4..494

Seitz Thin Bologna

16 oz.

16 oz. $1 49

16 oz.

16.$1 89

Seitz Spiced Luncheon

Hillshire Pork Sausage

16 oz $1 99

Seitz Meat Wieners

Cranberry
Sauce

Blackeye
Peas

16 oz.

15 oz.

Mandarin Oranges
Pineapple
Pear Halves
Peach Slices
Fruit Cocktail

i

Seitz Pickle Loaf

Kahns Meat Wieners

49C

$1 49

$149

Soft Margarine
Cut Green Beans

59*
69.*
15.59*
20 oz.

OL

15 oz

594

Cut Green Beans
Northern Beans
Tomatoes

151
/
2 OL

15 oz

29*
310

Cream Style Corn

16 o39*
1.1/2 0. 294

Asparagus

1445 ox

gat

Grapefruit
5/S100

i ye oz.

454
294

Blackeye Peas
Cream Style Corn

Save-A-Lot Cola
Tea Bags
Hot Cocoa Mix

161
/
2 oz.

294

694
$149
leo ci
2 lifte

,12 oz

Drip 6offee

2$ oz

994
8/79
l.

:309

Savory Bacon

,..89*
994

Seitz Jumbo Franks

Wei-2129

Seitz Beef Bologna

1.0. $149

Seitz Garlic Bologna

IS OZ.'149

Seitz Beef Wieners

.
L $10$

Seitz Variety Pack

14 oz.

Holly Ridge Sausage

16 oz.

TAV Sliced Ham

• oz..

$1 49
I

Powdered
Sugar

Marshmallow
Cream

2 lb.

7 oz.

99C

31
11.2.494

16 oz

Evaporated Milk
Creamed Shortening
Flour Self-rising or Plain
Raisins
Cheesecake Mix

39
994
5 lb 694

12 oz

42 oz

is 99`
,o, oz 994

59
Baking Powder
Pecan Halves
Ready Crust
Iodized Salt
whipped Topping

hO

O. 694
oz.

$129
I

26 oz

794
194

e oz

994

8 oz

• PAY LESS AT PA

(Dewy

HE RESIT/sit
THE RIGHT
TO LIM',
OURNIII is

By Abigail
Van Buren

SINCE 1934
DISCOUNT
PRESCRIPTIONS

It's Impossible to Escape
Gifts That Keep on Giving

THE MtR&M( LEDGER & TIMES

Senior

Discount
On Prescriptions

Prici•s Good Through
Tuesday. Dec. 29th

1205 Chestnut St
WE WILL NOT KNOWINGLY BE UNDERSOLD ON
PRESCRIPTIONS
Open Christmas Eve 9-5: Closed Christmas Day

DEAR SEEING: Stone the
couple? Surely you jest. Jesus
said, "He that is without sin
among you, let him first cast a
stone at her." But where is the
"sin" if a man of the cloth
bestow• a love bite on his
lawful wedded wife?

I/EAR ABBY You're not going to
believe this one. There's this woman
where I work who is nice enough as a matter of fact, she's a
preacher's wife. Well, yesterday I
noticed she had a hickey on her
neck! Yes, one of those things that
appear when two people are engaged in intimate activity.
Well, Abby, I was just floored. I
mean, I don't really mind, being a
more liberal,type, but what will the
other people think? She is married
to a man of the cloth - not a
vacuum cleaner. She will have to go
to church and face the congregation
Sunday. Do you think they will
stone the couple?
SEEING SPOTS
IN SOUTH CAROLINA

Your
Insurance

Cat
100.v.4,5,twos lots Cr-,
,ss as cs Ca,
Non,••••• ••••
,"••••‘s••i0•49 cp.
ors••••• Ms* spars.can mere proas• 94
9rg .99991, 91or• .904 •009.• 0
,99•9 Sodd 60 lc mem .1
,
0..0.9 tor
WAY try IR. CS •••••••C•
Kt
0."1/.1 1.010••• 055 b..
••g•I r•• S ha.9
9 9,•1914 gm!909
•00.99•11
,
•• 10 DRAW Wu..45,
bob 45 nom •• CS ftro

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed on KY and TN
201 N. 5th St., Murray
759-1033

CA135MM 100
24 Exposure

•PAY LES AT PAY LE S

24 Exp. $2.97

36 Exp. $4.99

a
a

Sae ••6.0.8w fmr,ClAsii•ii.
••••••

.
49

011135MM 200 oil
24 Exposure
411•-7

fr. 3S,"...

e'en. C di wr won am 0$ .5 125

Expires 12-29-87

VHS T-120

PAY LES AT PAY LE

10 Prints
Mfa. Rebate

No. 5220

ALL TIMEX
WATCHES

3.97
-1.00

Ladies, Men
and Children
Quartz, Analog,
Digital
From The Elegant
To The Sporty
Large Assortment

CANDY HOUSE
PECAN DIVINITY

RACHS VINTAGE ASSORTMENT
Chocolate Covered
Nuts Assorted. 12 oz.
Assorted Chocolate
11
/
2 Lb. Box

Mfg. Suggested
Retail Price

SYLVANIA SPECIAL

,

Flip Flash
10 Flashes
so7
Flash Cubes
3 Cubes
12 Flashes
Magi Cubes
3 Cubes
12 Flashes
Flash Bar oh "sr)
10 Flashes
•L7

PLANTERS
HOLIDAY GIFT PACK

1.49

Contains One 12 oz. Can Sweet'N
Crunchy Peanuts. One 12 oz.
Can Cocktail Peanuts and Ono
10 oz. Honey Roasted Peanuts

4.49

$219

Holiday Designs
30" Jumbo Roll
60 Sq. Ft.

1.79

PRE-CHRISTMAS

CI
ALL CHRISTMAS TREES,
LIGHTS, ORNAMENTS, AND
BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS

DIAMOND CALIFORNIA
MIXED NUTS OR
JUMBO WALNUTS
1 Lb. Bog
Your Choice

/
1 2 Off
Our Everyday Price

STETSON
AFTER
SHAVE
LOTION
OLD SPICE
GIFT SET
After Shave Lotion
Cologne And
Stick Deodorant

Special Good Dec. 21-24

753-0045

14" PLUSH BEAR

Kodak Disc n .
242
Touch Me Harmony Bear
15 Exposure A'••
"
1
Plays 18 Tunes. The Heart Beats
Kodak Disc
To The Music. Uses 2 Size
30 Exposure
AA Batteries (Not Inc.)

KODAK
VIDEO CASSETTE
TAPE FOR RECORDING

POLAROID 600
HIGH SPEED
COLOR FILM

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink

Chestnut St.

15.95

4.59

Pay Lass

ARTFAIR
CHRISTMAS
GIFT
WRAPPING
PAPER

Bar-B-Q & Burgers

IC

Dances To The Rhythm Of
The Music. Uses 4 Size
AA Batteries (Not Inc.)

15 Exp.$2.48

Red, Groton and Silver
Wrapped Pieces

T.411's

14" DANCING
PLUSH CAT

C8-126
24 Exposure

12 Exp.$1.78

YORK MINIATURE
PEPPERMINT PATTIES

Murray
5
,
09.9

C8110
24 Exposure

COLOR PRINT FILM
110, 126, 35mm It Disc

;41.%InMig

• ••

RENT ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE
MURRAY'S
NATIONAL HOTEL
Apartments are now
available at the National
Hotel in Murray for
elderly, disabled, or handicapped individuals
needing a one (1) or two
(2) bedroom dwelling.
Eligibility is determined
on the basis of income.
Contact the Purchase
Area Housing Corporation for further information /at 753-8325 or
247-7171.
An Equal
Housing
111•41, •••sf.4
Opportunity 111'11111
Provider

f91

KODAK KODACOLOR FILM

Developed 6 Printed

DEAR ABBY. In a recent column
you stated that the Great American
Smokeout was conceived by the
American Cancer Society. Wrong! It
was started in 1974 by Lynn Smith,
a Monticello, Minn., newspaper
editor. Since then, both the American Lung Association and the
American Cancer Society have
become co-sponsors, encouraging
smokers to kick the habit for at least
24 hours. Please give credit *there
credit is due. Thank you.
JANET GROENKE,
ST. PAUL MINN.

DEAR NOW: I think we all
have received and recycled a
gift or two in our time. My
nomination for the most recycled Christmas gifts are: (1)
fruitcakes, (2) neckties, (3) colognes.

SHIT ID
04
SMITIR

a

•• •

DEAR JANET: Mea maxima
culpa, which maxes me to the
limit of my mea culpas for 1987.

PAGE

PA YLESS,Ctizen
DRUGS
MUMS

DEAR ABBY As a daily reader
(male), may I share my experience
with Christmas presents? Before I
retired, I was an executive with one
of the largest chain stores in
Maryland. A co-worker (woman)
kindly answered my phone when I
was out of the office. She also took
messages for me, and I did her
many favors, too, SU we exchanged
Christmas presents. (Incidentally,
she had the reputation of being very
tight with a buck.)
One Christmas she told me her
husband had received a "soap-on-arope" and she couldn't stand the
fragrance. Guess what she gave me
for Christmas the following year?
That foul-smelling soap-on-a-rope!
A few days after that Chraltmas,
she showed me and a few other guys
in the office an ugly black neclitie
with a lot of scrollwork and various
doodads painted on it. She said her
husband wouldn't be caught dead in
that tie. Of course, I received it from
her the following Christmas!
Now here's the payoff. She told
me that she and her husband had
received a large box of assorted,
individually wrapped cheeses for
Christmas. One of my co-workers
was there and heard how terrible
the cheese was, and I bet him a
dollar I would get it for Christmas
the next year. Of course, I won the
bet.
On New Year's Day, my wife and
I decided to try some of the assorted
cheeses. Abby, they were so old we
couldn't even get the paper off any
of them.
I'm sure others have had similar
experiences with recycled gifts. If
you use this, sign me "Blue Eyes."
NOW IN CATONSVILLE, MD.
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mem all DURACELL
DURACELL! ALKALINE
9 9, ,^if PA --eu

BATTERY
Size AA
No. 1500-B4
Pack Of 4

STETSON

2 oz. Bottle
No. 800-625
8.00 Value

1.99
DURACELL
S.
DURACELL: ALKALINE

im
•-

6.49

tiATTt ,99

Ai:MST-3

Lew*
••••
Ir•••••••

9-Volt

1.68

N•. 33380

No. 1604

EUREKA
CHRISTMAS
GIFT TAGS

Fall
FOLDIE1RS

Co
,
•••••••

ato,9 rarriar999•te. • 99919

BATTERY

•••

,

iatate
on earth,
goob tutu
to pou.

;jr-•
7
'4

rclf.

1250 Watts
3 Position Switch
2 Heat/Speed
Settings

Size 'C'
No. E93BP-2
Size 'D'
No. E958P-2
Your Choice

79;

No. 990307

CLAIROL CURRENTS
CURLING IRON
Ready To Use In 60 Seconds
Coll Cord And Cool Tip

8.95

11111161.4
"....
12
CD

Carrying Case For Storage
or Travel. No. SC)-1

PRESTO ABOVE-ALL
CAN OPENER PLUS

-a. 411

Mounts Under The Cabinet
Saves Counter Space
No. 05600

Dee's Bank
of Hazel
Hazel, Ky.

Designer
Classic
Foil Leaf
Gold Trim
Assortment
Pack of 12
or 15

492-8136
•2a2?v_
"dcofts°s•
• PAY
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drive and can barely tunction. She's ogist thinks that it should be removed
had many tests, all of which were nor- Another doctor, a pathologist, bemal. In the last three years she's had lieves that surgery would just create
two miscarriages, and she has endo- a weak spot and potential problems
memos's. She's 32 We are very wor- later What is your opinion? I'm 71
ried about her. What can you suggest?
DEAR READER — A diverticulum
Peter
DEAR READER — Before giving is a weakened, bulging portion of the
Gott, M.D.
you an answer. I'd have to know what bladder It does not contract — or
you mean by the word -dizzy," which contracts weakly — during urination.
can mean different things to different Hence, bladder diverticula can conpeople.
tribute to urinary residual, the presFor example. if your daughter is ence of remaining urine in the bladder
experiencing vertigo, the sensation of after voiding This residual can trap
spinning or turning, the problem may bacteria and provide a source tor
lie in the balance mechanisms of her chronic urinary infection
inner ears. This would require investiIf your diverticulum is associated
gation by an ear, nose and throat with symptoms, such as those of inBy Peter H Gott, M.D.
specialist.
fection, it should be removed. In my
On the other hand, dizziness usually experience, the operation rarely reDEAR DR. GOTT — My son, 17,
makes a cracking noise with his foot consists of a feeling of unsteadiness sults in problems
The decision regarding surgery is
when he runs or walks. Will it get bet- and lightheadedness, a sensation that
ter? He says he is not bothered by it. something is not right." This is often one best left to you and your urologist.
associated with fatigue and loss of Rather than obtaining a second opinjust by my worrying about it.
DEAR READER — Joints make stamina. It has many causes, includ- ion from a pathologist, who is not a
cracking or popping noises when ing anemia, low blood pressure. hor- specialist in bladder ailments, you
there is laxity of the ligaments that mone imbalance and general illness. would be better served by getting a
support them. If no pain is present, In this case, your daughter needs a second urologist's opinion.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Since the
this disconcerting phenomenon is usu- thorough examination by an internist.
ally harmless. It may improve or dis- a physician specializing in diagnosis. death of my wife, I've turned to prosI think that your daughter should sit titutes for my necessities. I worry
appear with age.
I suggest that you stop making an down with her doctor, discuss her about AIDS. Can a man contract it
issue of your son's feet. Explain to medical problem in depth and learn from oral sex without a condom'
DEAR READER — In theory, yes.
him that any foot pain should be rea- what tests were done and what the reson for him to see a doctor. However. sults were. Then, with her doctor's The AIDS virus is spread by direct
painless cracking of the joints can help, she can plan a course of action. contact of body fluids. In most cases,
This probably will entail a second blood or semen are acknowledged to
usually be ignored.
DEAR DR. GOTT — My daughter opinion from an internist or, perhaps, be the primary sources of infection.
is getting very depressed. For four a referral to be diagnostic clinic at a However, as you know, the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) has been
months she has been so dizzy and tired teaching hospital.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I have a large isolated from other body fluids, inshe has had to give up her job, can't
diverticulum of the bladder My urol- cluding saliva and tears.
To my knowledge, there have been
no studies that specifically address
the spread of AIDS through oral sex
However, an infected woman could
infect a partner in this way if she had
HIV in her saliva and he had a small
abrasion or cut on the penis.

DR.GOTT

Cracking joints
aren't dangerous

A special heartfelt
thank you to all our
customers for making
this year of serving you
a real joy!

Because prostitutes have been reported to have a high incidence of HIV
infection, you should insist on using a
condom — or alter your method of
gratification
Sex-for-pay and casual, promiscuous sex are dangerous for anybody I
advise you to stop using prostitutes
and either find a regular (and 'safe")
monogamous partner or resort to
self-gratification

HAVE A JOYOUS
HOLIDAY
SEASON
to be given away Dec. 24, 1987
—No Purchase Necessary-

aEcrRoux Wow
Let

512 S. 12th St.
753-4563

-

Be the Reason!
CALL TOCAY FOR OUR SPECIAL HOUDAY SAVINGS

(ELECT Rox..ux)e

Tony Montgomery
753-7419

Santa's Comm',

Murray State University President Kaki M. Stroup recently expressed appreciation to business man and
corn.
munity leader Jim Garrison of Murray (second from left) for his personal commitment to the University
Scholarship Program at Murray State. Earlier this year Garrison, president emeritus of Ryan Milk, became
the first person to endow an individually named University Scholarship. A plaque recognizing Garrison's
con
tribution, held by Mrs. Stroup, will be displayed on the university campus. Also on hand to offer their
thanks
were Dr. David Perrin, vice president for university relations and development (left), and Clark% Ward,
direc
tor of development.

Soviet cosmonauts race toward rendezvous
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(API
— Soviet cosmonauts raced
toward a rendezvous today with a
space station and its recordbreaking crew, while a struggling
NASA was taking another step
toward getting Americans back into space.
Cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko's
321-day stay in orbit and the
postponed crucial test of a space
shuttle booster in Utah capped a
year of major Soviet strides and
methodical U.S. recovery from
1986's Challenger disaster and
other rocket failures.
Three cosmonauts in a Soyuz
TM-4 capsule blasted off from
Baikonur Cosmodrome on Monday, and made their first course
adjustment Tuesday for today's
docking with the Mir space station, said the Soviet news agency
Tass.
Commander Vladimir Titov and
flight engineer Musa Manarov
were to relieve Romanenko, who
blasted off Feb. 6 and has been
aboard the station since Feb. 8. On
Sept. 30, Romanenko surpassed
the 237-day record for space
endurance.

Romanenko and his flight
engineer, Alexander Alexandrov,
will return to Earth in the capsule
in about a week with test pilot
Anatoly Levchenko, the third
Soyuz crewman, according to the
Soviet press.
In the United States. the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and Morton Thiokol
this afternoon planned to conduct
the full-scale test-firing of the
redesigned shuttle booster rocket
25 miles west of Brigham. Utah.
the second of four tests required
before the booster is cleared for
flight
The test was scrubbed just one
second before firing Saturday
after a series of computer,
mechanical and ignition-control
problems.
Engineers finished modifying
ground-control circuitry Tuesday.
said Thiokol spokesman Rocky
Raab. Raab said all systems
checked out and the prospects for
firing the rocket were good.
America's manned space program has been grounded since
Jan. 28, 1986, when the Challenger
exploded 73 seconds after launch,

killing all seven aboard A
presidential commission determined that a leaking seal on one of
the boosters allowed superhot
gases to escape, igniting the exterior fuel tank.
NASA also continued struggling
with its plan to build a permanently manned space station in orbit in
the mid-1990s_ The schedule has
slipped two years. the cost has
nearly doubled, the design has
been scaled down and the project
faces an uncertain funding future
Still, on Dec. 1, NASA awarded
station construction contracts
worth $5 billion to four aerospace
firms Two weeks later, Congress
approved $425 million for the station for fiscal 1988, $342 million
less than NASA requested.
Aboard their space station, the
Soviets conducted Earth and
space experiments. In April. an
unmanned 12-ton astrophysics lab
was linked up with the Mir.
In July, Romanenko and Alexander Laveikin were joined by
three other cosmonauts, including
Alexandrov and a Syrian. Alexandrov replaced Laveikm because of
a suspected heart problem that
turned out to be nothing serious
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Guess what you're getting
for Christmas.

December 21-24, 1-4 p.m.
Main Office, Fourth & Main
Free Photograph of Your Child with Santa!

11imi
"rBank of Murray
in! "THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

When the paper and ribbon cover the floor
around the tree and the big emotional let down
hits you, then what did you really get for
Christmas? You shopped until your feet ached,
you cut your finger while wrapping gifts, you
stayed up too late and got up too early to unwrap
a tie you'll never wear, a blouse that won't fit and
a toy that's already broken. What did you really
get for Christmas?
Well, maybe the shopping was done in the
wrong place A big supply of love, hope and faith
are available at the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ). The service is inspiring and satisfaction
is guaranteed. Everyone can afford it and don't
want to return it. It can be used every day and
improves with time.
Oh yes — we're also open on Sundays

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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During this beautiful season and through
the new year, may you enjoy the true gifts of
Christmas,
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Peace,Joy and Love.
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Floyd leads team to victory

Season's
Greetings?

Houston guard pays dividend on
Rockets-Warriors trade with 27
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer
The Houston Rockets' No. 1
reason for trading Ralph Sampson
was to strengthen a chronically
weak backcourt.
On Tuesday night, Sleepy Floyd
paid the first dividend on that
trade.
Floyd scored 27 points and
fellow guard Allen Leaven added
26, leading the Rockets to a 122-103
victory over Atlanta, snapping a
four-game losing streak.
The Hawks, who got 20 points
from Dominique Wilkins, never
led in the game and the loss ended
a five-game whining streak.
Leaven, who hit 11 of 14 shots,
expected to be replaced in the
starting lineup by Floyd, who was
traded to Houston along with Joe
Barry Carroll for Sampson and
Steve Harris.
Instead, Fitch used them both.
"The Floyd-Leavell combo is
what they make of it," Fitch said.
"It didn't look too temporary
tonight."
Floyd was nine of 16 from the
field and 8-for-8 at the free throw
line, giving the guard combo a 67
percent average from the field.
In other NBA games, it was
Boston 118, Philadelphia 115;
Cleveland 106, Washington 102;
Dallas 111, Chicago 100;

Milwaukee 122, New York 105;
time in two years.
Larry Bird scored nine of his 31
Denver 119, Phoenix 104:
Sacramento 120, San Antonio 96;
points in the final five minutes for
the Celtics, who trailed 110-109
and Portland 136, Golden State 91.
with 1:33 to play when Bird tossed
Akeem Olajuwon scored 14
in a 3-pointer to put Boston ahead
points for the Rockets and shared
to stay.
rebound honors with Rodney McCray with 13 each.
Nuggets 119, Suns 104
But it was Floyd and Leavell
Denver stayed a half-game
who stole the spotlight.
ahead of Dallas in the Midwest
"You're not accustomed to see- Division as Alex English scored 16
ing Their guards play like that," of his 26 points in the first quarter
Wilkins said. "They were really against Phoenix.
performing and it carried over to
The Nuggets got 24 points and 10
their big men."
rebounds from Danny Schayes
Mavericks 111, Bulls 100
and 20 points from Lafayette
Mark Aguirre scored 32 points Lever while extending their
for Dallas, but ironically none of homecourt record to 10-1.
them came in the fourth quarter
James Edwards led the Suns
when the Mavericks pulled away with 23 points and 18 rebounds and
from Chicago.
Larry Nance added 21 points, but
The Mavericks outscored the Phoenix never got any closer than
Bulls 16-4 early in the final period 12 points in the second half.
to extend a six-point lead to 101-83
Bucks 122, Knicks 105
with 6:33 left. The Bulls, who got
Milwaukee outscored New York
28 points from Michael Jordan, got 38-20 and shot 70 percent from the
no closer than 11 thereafter.
field in the third period to break
Derek Harper scored 20 points open a close game.
and James Donaldson had 18 reJohn Lucas_had a season-high 25
bounds for the Mavericks, who points and 11 assists, while Randy
swept both games of the season
Breuer added 24 points and 10 reseries with Chicago.
bounds for the Bucks.
Celtics 118, 76ers 115
Patrick Ewing, who scored 10
Boston, which lost by 31 points in
points in the first quarter for the
its last game at Philadelphia, Knicks, was held to just six the
rallied down the stretch to beat the rest of the way.
Boston's Larry Bird pumped in 31 points to lead the Celtics to a 118-115
76ers at the Spectrum for the first (Cont'd on page 13)
win over Philadelphia Tuesday night.
4r photo

Cardinals' second-half surge once again cure for 'first-half ills'
By The Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A secondhalf surge of energy against
Eastern Kentucky proved once
again to be the cure for
Louisville's first-half ills.
"I don't know what it is, but we
always come out flat and then
seem to turn it on in the second
half," said Louisville's Herbert
Crook, who scored 16 points to help
the Cardinals to a 87-69 victory
over Eastern Tuesday night.
Pervis Ellison scored 19 points.
four other Louisville players racked up double digits and Coach Denny Crum allowed everyone some

playing time.
The Cardinals shot just 37 percent from the field in the first
period. Louisville upped its accuracy to 56 percent in the second
half, making 32 of 57 shots from
the floor.
The win came on the heels of
Louisville's 81-69 defeat over then
No. 5 Indiana, which _fell_ to_13th
place this week. The Cardinals
also broke that game open in the
second half for the win.
"We weren't really mentally into this game and that wasn't surprising coming off the Indiana
game," Crum said.

"Eastern isn't as good as some
of the teams we've been playing,
but they weren't a bad basketball
team," he said. "I was pleased
with the victory and happy I got to
play everyone."
The Cardinals exploded in the
second half after holding a slim
34-28 lead at halftime.
_
Both Crook and Ellison scored
seven of their points in the first
7:10 of the second half as
Louisville, 3-2, outscored the Colonels 22-6 to take a 56-34 lead. The
loss dropped Eastern to 4-3.
"Usually when you play against

a team like this, it is like walking
maining. but Eastern outscored
on a mine field — and you are, the Cardinals 15-3 over the rebecause they are so explosive," mainder of the game to close to
said Eastern Coach Max Good.
within the final margin.
The Cardinals led 65-40 with 8:43
Kenny Payne and LaBradford
remaining but Eastern scored 8 Smith added 12 points each and
consecutive points to close to Keith Williams had 10 for the
within 65-48 with 6:28 left in the Cardinals.
game. Dart-in O'Bryant scored 4 of
Guard Jeff McGill led Eastern
his 16 points during the run-. with 19 points and Tyrone Howard
Louisville took a 30-point lead added another 10
with 2:46 remaining, outscoring
Eastern. using a deliberate ofthe Colonels 17-4 to make it 82-52 as fense, led 23-19 with 6:48 to go in
Felton Spencer scored 7 of his 11 the first half, but the Cardinals
points.
outscored Eastern 15-5 over the reLouisville led 84-54 with 2:24 re- mainder of the period.

College basketball

Despite loss to Illinois, Chievous extends Missouri scoring mark
By The Associated Press

On a night Illinois again had
Missouri's number, Derrick
Chievous passed one of college
basketball's magic numerals.
The Fighting Illini beat No. 17
Missouri 75-63 Tuesday night for
their fifth straight victory over the
Tigers and sixth in seven
meetings.
Chievous, despite a woeful

6-for-20 performance from the
field, scored his 2,000th point to extend his own scoring mark at
Missouri.
Nick Anderson scored 18 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds for Illinois, 8-2, but the sophomore
wanted to talk defense, especially
how he and Steve Bardo combined
to shut down Chievous.
"We were just trying to stop him

Here's hoping this
holiday season is the
best one yet

Ross Insurance Agency
Murray, Ky.

MON 31011111111111112111/111EIMMIEMINIUMUSIMMX;

from getting the ball, beat him to
the position," Anderson said of
Chievous, who scored 15 points but
had entered the game averaging
23. "He's a great player, but I
think the defense got to him a little
bit. He wasn't making the shots he
normally makes."
Missouri Coach Norm Stewart
blasted Chievous for not taking
those shots.
"He had the post man's creed —
shoot the ball and continue to shoot
the ball until your arms drop off,
no matter who's open," Stewart
said. "He should have given it
ball up."
Chievous, who now has 2,011
points, said it was simply an off
night.
"Frustration is not in my
vocabulary," Chievous said. "All
good players have bad nights, and
I had a bad night."
In other games involving ranked
teams, No. 1 Arizona beat

wavat snotvetwvvy
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As we sing glorious pra.ses to His
name, let's herald in the season of

Light the
way for a
holiday
with love
and
happiness!

His birth with peace, joy, love and
faith May you enjoy the holiday.

Murray Appliance Co.
212 E. Main

753-1586
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Wheel Alignment
301 Olive 753-1351
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Washington State 89-55; No. 5
Wyoming defeated Boise State
59-55 and No. 10 Purdue downed
Texas Tech 82-59.
TOP TEN
No. 1 Arizona 89
Washington State 55
Arizona was playing its first
game since attaining its first-ever
No. 1 ranking on Monday and the
Wildcats lived up to the billing.
Sean Elliott and Steve Kerr
scored 20 points apiece as the
visiting Wildcats, who jumped to a
9-0 lead, improved to 10-0 overall
and 2-0 in the Pac-10.
No.5 Wyoming 59
Boise State 55
Wyoming committed 27 turnovers and needed a key steal with
three seconds left to remain
undefeated.
The visiting Cowboys, 7-0, led
57-55 and had Fermis Dembo on the
foul line with 10 seconds to play.
He missed. Boise State rebounded
and started up court, but Chris
Childs tripped and Wyoming's
Willie Jones grabbed the ball and

RENT ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE FOR
LYNN GROVE
APARTMENTS
Apartments are now
available at Lynn
Grove for qualified
persons needing a one
(1) bedroom dwelling.
Eligibility is determined on the basis of income and family composition. For further
information, contact
the Purchase Area
Housing Corporation
at 753-8325 or 247-7171.
An Equal
Housing
Opportunity
110,041tihstv
Provider

was fouled with three seconds left.
"We were lucky to escape by the
skin of our teeth. If we are ranked
fifth, they must be sixth," Wyoming Coach Benny Dees said.
No. 10 Purdue 82
Texas Tech 59
Melvin McCants scored 19
points to lead the Boilermakers to
the easy home victory.
After Texas Tech, 3-4, had closed within 22-18, McCants
outscored the Red Raiders 8-3 in
the next 90 seconds and Purdue,
8-1, was on its way.
Troy Lewis added 17 points for
Purdue, which led by as many as
29 in the second half, while Todd
Duncan led Texas Tech with 22.
OTHER GAMES
Richmond won its sixth straight,
upsetting Georgia Tech 73-67 to
hand the Yellow Jackets their first
home non-conference loss in 40
games.
Vanderbilt escaped a scare
from Morehead State as Scott
Draud came off the bench to score
18 points, leading the Commodores to an 81-73 win.
Central Michigan's Tommie
(Cont'd on page 15)

Editor's mail not
always pleasant

Clay
Court
By C2ay
Walker
jowl.
Mail is always fun, especially
around the holidays. And, heaven
knows I get my fair share From
high school athletic directors lobbying for all-state votes to people
who don't see eye to eye with my
columns. my mailman stays pretty busy.
I enjoy almost all the letters, or
I aid until Tuesday. It seems that
In a year's time, I've gone from
the communistic mother-hater
who stooped so low as to criticize
Kentucky basketball coach Eddie
Sutton to a Big Blue bandwagon
fan who regards the University of
Louisville as "that other school."
Assuming the responsibility of a
job that requires as much effort
and decision-making as sports
editor. I always knew that frustrations would occur. As our own
publisher, Walt Apperson says,
"We can't be all things to all
people."
But we give it a pretty good effort and the newspaper is trying to
grow in its news and sports departments. It seems especially ironic
and disturbing to me that a letter
crossed my desk Tuesday from a
University of Louisville fan complaining about bias toward the
University of Kentucky.
Basically, the letter said that
our newspaper disregards
Louisville and concentrates its efforts on Kentucky, because there
was no report on the Cards' win
over Cleveland State last week
Actually, our newspaper's
primary concern is Murray State,
although the reader implied that
UK and UL should be our only concerns at the college level.
This comes in the midst of a
newly-born dedication to improve
our product. In an effort to better
serve our readers, we have hired
Daniel T. Parker, a more-thancapable sports journalist, as assistant sports editor. Daniel will
begin Monday and we expect a
very short period of time to pass
before he fits right in as he has
covered sports in western Kentucky for several years.
There are so many things we try
to provide and are unable to
because of the limited resources
that come with a small town
newspaper.
Area high school coaches and
fans would like to see scores from
across the state in every edition's
'Scoreboard.' Obviously.
Louisville and Kentucky fans
would like to see extensive
coverage of those teams and fans
in general would like still more
coverage of national sports. rather
than little more than scoring summaries through our wire services.
Our paper, and many other
papers in smaller markets,
receive the Associated Press'
'slow wire' which costs less, but
you get smaller and fewer stories
and it takes longer to get them.
I was aware that Louisville
played Cleveland State and was
even aware than Louisville won,
but the story had not reached our
(Cont'd on page 13)

Thanks for sharing
our year with us!
Have a Merry
Christmas and a
Happy New Year!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)
Hwy. 641 N.

753-1 505
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Virginia 2-0 in bowls after 22-16 win over BYU
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. ( AP r —
With just two bowl appearances in
99 years of football, the University
of Virginia is still in Its postseason
apprenticeship and yet to taste
defeat.
"I came in with a bowl win and
I'm going out with a bowl win,"
senior defensive end Sean Scott
said Tuesday night after the
Cavaliers beat bowl-seasoned
Brigham Young 22-16 in the All
American Bowl.
"There's nothing sweeter," said
Scott, a holdover from 1984, when
Virginia beat Purdue in the Peach
Bowl.
Quarterback Scott Secules passed for 162 yards and Kevin Morgan
and Marcus Wilson ran for 82 and
77 yards respectively as Virginia
finished 8-4. The Cavaliers,
runners-up in the Atlantic Coast
Conference,
on despite a
394-yard passing show by Sean
Covey of the 9-4 Cougars, second in
the Western Athletic Conference.
David Miles caught 10 of
Covey's passes for 188 yards, including a 50-yard reception that

led to the game's first score, a
20-yard field goal by Leonard
Chitty.
But Virginia countered with two
touchdowns, on runs of 2 yards by
Secules and 25 by Morgan, to take
a 14-3 halftime lead.
"We came in trying to establish
the run and we did a good job on
the ground," Secules said of
Virginia's 187 rushing yards.
BYU made it 14-9 in the third
period when Fred Whittingham,
the Cougars' leading runner, took
It in from the 8.
The teams traded scores in the
final period. Virginia got eight
points on Secules' 22-yard
touchdown pass to John Ford and
his conversion pass to Wilson.
Covey threw 1 yard to Whittingham to end the scoring.
BYU failed on two late possessions. On the first one. Virginia
stopped Covey for no gain on
fourth-and-one, and on the other,
Covey threw four straight incomplete passes.
"Give Virginia credit, but we
hurt ourselves with a dropped

touchdown pass, a muffed extra
point and other things," BYU
Coach LaVell Edwards said.
"Basically, we did it all out there
to spoil our chances."
But Scott was convinced
Virginia had a big role in BYU's
failure.
"As a defensive unit, it was our
best game this year," he said.
"They said it would be an air show
but they only scored 16 points. I'm
proud of our defensive effort."
He had a right to be. He made
the crucial tackle with 3:50 left
when Covey failed on fourth and
one at the BYU 48. Scott stopped
him on a rollout.
But the Cougars felt they were
given a bad spot by the officials.
"I thought we had it (a first
down). The play was right in front
of me," Edwards said.
Covey agreed.
"The ball was clearly a foot over
the marker," he said. "We had the
momentum going then, and who
knows what would have happened.
But I'm not making any excuses.
We had our chances."

Covey took the blame for the
four straight incompletions after
the Cougars got the ball for a final
try at their own 25 with 1.; 18
remaining.
"Twice on that last series, I
tried to go deep and twice I tried to
get the first down," he said. "I just
made some bad reads."
The victory was the second over
Edwards by Virginia Coach
George Welsh, who guided Navy
to a 23-16 victory over BYU in the
1978 Holiday Bowl.
With a 2-0 bowl record, perhaps
the Cavaliers will get a little
recognition as a program on the
upswing.
"I felt like Virginia had a lack of
respect, but this game did a lot to
help our image," said Secules,
voted the game's most valuable
player.
The loss was the third straight in
postseason play for BYU, which
last won in 1984 when it beat
Michigan 24-17 in the Holiday
Bowl and emerged as the national
champion. The Cougars are 4-8 in
bowl play.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

Basketba 11
LANTERN CONFEREN('E
Atlantic Division
tli
L Pct. GB
Boston
15
8
652
Ptuladelpin
»0
3
524
Washington
8 15
7
348
New York
7 16
304
8
New Jersey
4 18
,
182 101
Central Division
Detroit
15
5
750 —
Atlanta
16
7
696
1,
1
Chicago
15
9
625
2
Milwaukee
13
9
3
591
Indiana
12 11
522 0,
Cleveland
11 12
51
478
,
ESTIAN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
46
Pct. GB
L
Denver
15
8
652 —
Dallas
14
8
6343
Houston
12 11
522
3
Utah
11 13
4,
458
1
San Antonio
10 12
44
455
Sacramento
6 17
261
9
Pacific Division
L.A. Laken
17
6
739 —
Portland
16
667
1,
1

Season's Greetings?...
The only real problem that this week.
comes with hearing from the vocal
We're moving up to better local
minority is that it leaves people
and national coverage though. The
with a one-sided, inaccurate view
regional news is probably going to
of popular opinion.
stay the same.
I agree that the Cardinal basketLet me assure anyone concernball teanfis solid this year. The ed, however, that the only priority
play of LaBradford Smith at guard
Kentucky has over Louisville is on
has lifted the Cardinals into a Top the occasions when we simply
Ten contender. Still, more people
don't have the room for complete
in our area prefer Kentucky, stories on both teams. Then we
whether it is 10-0, 20-2, or 3-15. We will cut the least important
accomodate those readers, not information.
because it is our obligation (as
It's our job to make that decithose who view the press as public sion. Not everyone will always
servants believe ), but because it is agree with our choice, but we
smart business.
think that the majority will.
We are, afterall, in the
I'm sure we'll continue to get
'newspaper business.' They call it letters, however, saying what a
that for a reason.
lousy job we do of rating the news
We have a list of priorities and and that we always seem to cheat
we stick to it. Murray State is No. 1 their favorite team. That's good,
on that list as far as the sports though.
department is concerned, then
We don't just throw them away.
come the high schools, then other We listen to our readers and try to
Ohio Valley Conference teams objectively consider all
and, finally, Kentucky and suggestions.
Louisville. At present, national
I'm just glad there's an occasnews is reserved for days when not sional Season's Greetings in my
much is happening locally, like
mailbox.

Houston guard pays...
consecutive loss and 11th straight
road loss as Steve Johnson scored
27 points, 13 of them in the third
period when the Trail Blazers built
a 50-point lead.
Kings 120, Spurs 96
Sacramento won for only the second time in 12 games as Mike
McGee scored a season-high 30
points and established a franchise
record with five 3-point goals
against San Antonio.
Alvin Robertson had 29 points
and Walter Berry 24 for the Spurs,
who have lost seven consecutive
games on the road.

Mark Bryant's 26 points led three
players over 20 points in the
Pirates' 98-76 victory over Holy
Cross
Louisiana State ended a twogame losing streak with a 93-74
victory over Southwest Texas
State behind the 30 points of Jose
Vargas.
Watkins Singletary scored 20
points and grabbed 21 rebounds as
Utah beat Nevada-Reno 83-75.

BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS—Signed Mike
Witt, pitcher, to a two-year contract
NEW YORK YANKEES—Traded Steve
Trout, pitcher. and Henry Cotto. outfielder.
to the Seattle Mariners for Lee Guetterrrian,
Clay Parker and Wade Taylor. pitchers
Assigned Taylor to Fort Lauderdale of the
Florida State League
TEXAS RANGERS—Named Dick Egan
bullpen and assistant pitching coach
BASKETBALL
N Miami naaketball Association
DENVER NUGGETS—Traded Otis Smith,
guard. to the Golden State Warriors for
future considerations
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS—Placed
Larry Smith, forward, on the Injured

NEW YORK (AP) — Pitcher
Dave Righetti, who set a majorleague record with 46 saves in
1986, apparently is bypassing free
agency until at least 1990 and signing a three-year contract worth
nearly $4.4 million with the New
York Yankees.
Righetti, a left-handed reliever,
tentatively agreed to the deal just
two days after accepting the
Yankees' offer of salary arbitration last weekend, according to
reports. The contract would make
him the highest-paid pitcher in
Yankees history.
Although Righetti's agent, Bill

MILK ALKEE BUCKS—Activated Jerry
Reynolds, guard Waived Rickie Winslow.
forward
ORLANDO MAGIC—Named Curly Neal
director of special pro)ects.
PHILADELPHIA 76ERS— Waived Vincent Askew, guard
FOOTBALL
National Football League
MIAMI DOLPHINS—Named Eddie J
Jones vice president of administration and
finance
COLLEGE
ARIZONA STATE—Announced that Greg
Joelson, defensive end, underwent arthroscopic knee surgery and will miss the
Dec 30 Freedom Bowl.
MIAMI—Signed Sam Jankovich. athletic
director, to a five-year contract

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Universal Life Insurance...
so flexible it can adjust to
your changing needs and
a fluctuating economy.
Check with State Farm.
Jan. Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th St.

Goodstein, would not confirm the
numbers in the contract, or even
that there was an agreement,
WNBC-TV reported that the contract would be signed today.
The New York Times reported
that the deal would pay him $1.3
million in 1988, $1.45 million in 1989
and $1.55 million in 1990, plus
bonuses. The New York Daily
News said incentives could
amount to $500,000.
Before accepting the offer of arbitration, Righetti turned down a
two-year, $2.7-million offer from
the Yankees, holding out for
another year on the contract.

Lace a good rreghbor
State Farm rs fr,ere

State Farm Lite insurance Company
.--iorne Office Bloomington Illinois

e/ildlpecial° s
All Movies
$1.00
Only

(Except New Arrivals)

Members & Non Members
Hal Winchester

(502) 759-4796
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A very Merry
Christmas and a
Happy New Year
from our
employees and
their families to
you and yours.

f

Happy Holidays

•GitI Cartrficates Available

Pick up Thursday, bring back Saturday!
UVUAy ThE WARMTh

Your receipt for a VCR from any store is
good for a FREE Lifetime Movie Membership.
Just bring it in Saturday and we'll sign you
up FREE!

ANd qtAdNESS of
This dAy REELECT
iN EVERyThiNq you do.

Connie Morgan
Used Cars
Morgan's Auto
Specialties
E. Main Murray
753-6966

8
13

MOEN

Righetti signs with Yankees

Despite loss to Illinois...
(Cont'd from page 12)
Johnson scored 53 points as the
Chippewas beat Wright State
97-68. The senior guard made 19 of
25 from the field, including 10 of 14
''-pointers.
Richard Scantlebury made two
free throws with three seconds left
in overtime to lift Coastal Carolina
to a 106-104 victory over Wake
F'orest.
Seton Hall improved to 10-2 as

Seattle
12 12
50u
L A Clappers
8 13
381
Phoenix
8 13
381
Golden State
3 18
143
Tuesday's Games
Boston 1... Ptaladelpro
Cleveland 106. Washington 102
Dallas 111. Chicago 100
Milwaukee 122, New York 105
Houston 122. Atlanta 103
Denver 119. Phoenix 104
SaCramento 120, San Antonio 96
Portland 136 Golden State 91
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia at New Jersey
Chicago at New York
Utah at Cleveland
Dallas at Indiana
Seattle at Phoenix
San Antonio at Los Angeles Clippers
Sacramento at Los Angeles Lakers
Denver at Golden State
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
Detroit at New York, noon
Atlanta at Philadelphia

Transactions

(('oat'd from page 12)
our local coverage slack off in the
least, however, to make that
wire when the rest of the sports
move.
section was ready to go to press.
When I received the foremenUsually the story of a Louisville or
tioned letter on our "disturbing"
Kentucky game will be sent first,
but there are exceptions. lack of interest in the University of
Louisville athlOtic department, I
Regardless of anyone's
thought of two things: the two-andpreference, nothing but Murray
a-half hour interview I had with
High, Calloway County High or
Louisville football player Allen
Murray State University will hold
Douglas Monday (see tomorrow's
our sports section from its
edition), and the threatening
deadline.
phone calls and mail I received
Even if we mistakenly miss a
after the infamous Eddie Sutton
gory that may be of interest to our
column.
readers, I hardly think it justifies
As a matter of fact, we commissuch a nasty letter land right
before Christmas, too.) sioned a photographer for the
Kentucky-Louisville game. Of
Remember, it was only Cleveland
course, no one wrote then.
State.
We're not glory seekers at the
When I arrived here a little over
Ledger. We all know that very few
ri year ago, local sports were the
top priority and it didn't matter letters come in just to say that
everything looks swell. We're
much if we missed regional and
national stories in the sports complimented on the streets and
department. In, the past few mon- over the phone frequently enough
to satisfy our egos, but the only letths we have become a strong
ters are complaints, or occasionalregional news source and are
working towards better national—--ty-,--someone defending the press
coverage. We are not willing to let over a letter of complaint.

r('oord from page 12)
Cavaliers 106, Bullets 102
Mark Price scored 22 points, including a running one-hander with
two seconds left that broke a
102-102 tie with Washington.
Rookie Kevin Johnson, who was
5-for-5 from both the field and the
foul line for a season-high 15
uoints, sparked a comeback that
-aw Cleveland go ahead 89-85
before Washington rallied to take
101-97 lead with 1:11 remaining.
Trail Blazers 136
Warriors 91
Portland won its fifth straight
.trid handed Golden State its fifth

753-8355

Mon.-Sat.
1 0-9
94 E Murray, KY

759-4512

Sun.
1-5

HOME TV & APPLIANCE
Central Center
753-HOME • 753-7670
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Research company claims major breakthrough in coal mi
ning

MARION, Ill. (AP) — A
research company says it has
„achieved a major breakthrough in
the removal of sulfur from coal —
a technique it claimed could
revialize the sluggish Midwestern
coal industry.
Cepheus Industries Inc., based
in Marion, on Tuesday promised
details of its breakthrough in
about six weeks. But Illinois Coal
Association spokesman Taylor
Pensoneau offered a word of cau-

said the new method, discovered
tion, saying he's heard similar
claims before.
last January, is inexpensive and
"In the past, very little has. feasible.
come out of any of these many
Raw Midwestern coal generally
similar announcements," Penhas a sulfur content of 4 percent,
soneau said. "But I want to add
Sawyer said. His company's new
that all of us in the coal industry
process would reduce that content
are willing to look at anything that
to .25 percent — well within
would help solve our problems.
federal clean air standards of .6
"Maybe this time somebody has
percent to .7 percent, he said.
something," he said.
Sawyer refused to give any
At a news conference, Philip J
details of the technique, except to
Sawyer, president of Cepheus. say that it involves the use of
hydrogen and selected chemicals
in a two-step approach to remove
the most troublesome forms of
sulfur in coal called "pyritic" and
"organic."
Other details will be released at
a technical conference in about six
weeks in Marion, he said.
"With the accomplishment of
the removal of organic sulfur in a
cost-effective fashion, it is a
history-making event," Sawyer
said. "This technology ... will proAt this time,
vide impetus to employ the

coal has declined rapidly in the
last few years." Sawyer said.
"The effect of this decline has

-Conformity is the jailer offreedom
and the enemy of growth."
— John F' Kennedy

"The Hottest Christmas Gift Going!"

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

From all of us at

Great Stocking Stuffers!!For the person who ha-s
everything'

Andrea, Jan & Karen

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
715 S. 12th St. (Across From Store
'a)

2

Notice

1

BID WITH THE ACES
12-24 B

South holds •J 3
•10 8 3
•A Q J 9 7
4A 7 4
North
40
2•
3•

South
2•
2 NT

ANSWER: Four hearts North's bidding promises 10 or more majorsuit, cards (at least five hearts).
making it safer to play in the majorsuit game
Send bridge questions to The Ares I'll Bes
12363 Dallas Texas 75225 with self addreued
stamped envelope for reply
(-alright 1H

Legal

I asted Feat on, Nradsi ate

Legal

1

NOTICE

Read the

Thanks to you...
it works...

want ads

•United MOW

daily

NANCY
60 TH16 YEAR I
THINK I 4OLVED
THE PROBLEM

•

NORTH
12-24 A
•K 8 2
•Q J 7
•10 6 3 2
•10 8 5
WEST
EAST
•J 3
4 10 9 6 4
•10 8 3
•9 6 5 4 2
•A Q J 9 7
•8 4
4A 7 4
463
SOUTH
•A Q 7 5
•AK
•K 5
•K Q J 9 2
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South
West
North
East
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead ^

753-2288

PEANUTS

LMT YEAR I "TRIED
TO 6TRNG POPCORN
FOR CAR16TMAS
VECORAT1ON6, Bur I
ENDED OP EATING
IT ALL

8088Y wOLFF

CLASSIFIED

Head Quarters

Photo

been devastating to the corn
munities dependent upon coal as a
major industry."

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

Look only at today's West hand
and at the bidding What's your
choice of opening leads? Don't forget to consider the bidding.
Most Wests will choose the diamond queen as the most effective
lead. Against many no-trump
games. there is good reason for this
choice. The idea is to sacrifice an
Meanwhile, hundreds of miners early trick in diamonds while leavhave been laid off in the once ing partner with at least one more
booming coal areas of Southern Il- diamond to lead in case he's the one
to win the first defensive trick.
linois and neighboring states.
If West leads the diamond queen.
"The utilization of high sulfur
South has no problems He wins his
diamond king and knocks out the
club
ace, and dummy's diamond 10
"""'"'4111111P"
becomes a second diamond stopper
•
South scores his game with an
overtrick.
Given today's West hand of 12
HCP and the confident bidding of
North-South. there is very little
chance that East can win the first
defensive trick Therefore, there is
no logic to leaving East with a diamond to lead
Instead of the diamond queen,
West should lead the diamond ace
••
see'
for a good look at dummy. After
•••
•
seeing dummy's diamonds, his only
chance is to play for the actual disOnly at Headquarters! Gift Certificates Available.
tribution. and a low diamond lead at
trick two brings home a one-trick
30 Min Visit
...12.50 5 (30 Min I Visits 59.50
set.
1 Hour Visit
22.50 5 (1 Hour) VLsita 99.50
We carry a complete line of Ftedken Hair
Care Products

we would like
to thank
all our customers
over the past
four years
for their
loyal patronage.
We hope each and
every one
of you has the
Merriest Christmas
ever and a safe and
Happy New Year.

Snapshot

unemployed and curtail the dilemma of acid rain."
The sulfur content of
Midwestern coal has made it an
unattractive commodity compared with cheaper, more efficient fuels like natural gas. Conventional methods of removing
sulfur from the coal have proven
too costly for widespread use
Environmentalists believe that
sulfur released into the atmosphere through the burning of
coal causes acid rain, although the
industry disputes that charges.
Congress has been pressed to limit
sulfur dioxide emissions to prevent the degradation of mountain
lakes and the death of trees in the
northeastern United States and
southern Canada.

.rztripiltt

The Kentucky Deportment of Fish and
Wildlife Resources will have representatives at Kenlake Lodge, Hardin, KY,
on Jan. 5, 6 and 7 from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. to sell musseling licenses.
Check with the registration desk for
directions.
A resident musseling license is $100
and a non-resident license is S500. Only
cashiers' checks or money orders made
payable to the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources will be accepted. NO PERSONAL CHECKS OR
CASH ACCEPTED.

NOTICE
a

I? 25

A•

The Murray City Landfill
will be closed on December
25, 26 and January 1 and 2
for the Holidays. Regular
hours will resume on
January 4, 1988.

GARFIELD
wELL,00q5,THAT WAS A
WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS

I-IAIRBALL?

IT'S NOT
OVER
YET

I MAGI TT
MYSELF

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

M SANTA
CLAUS!
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I'LL NEVER
LEARN, wiLL
,
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iT
DOESN'T ,
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SEEM LIKE
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1
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DOWN
1 Argue
2 Walk
unsteadily
3 Everyone
4 Hebrew letter
5 Instruct
6 Stupefies
7 Lease

3

1

11

i IA rt.

4.4.

k2
47gte
"
ac

Finishes
Map
Accomplish
Possessive
pronoun
38 Publish
39 Illuminated
40 King: It
41 Located
42 Doom
43 Sags
45 Lessened
47 Piece of bed
linen
48 Covered
inside of

1 Arrange in
folds
6 Fragment
11 Pared
12 Crowns
14 Son of Adam
15 Exorbitant
rate of
interest
17 At home
18 Female
colloq
19 Part of play
20 Greek letter
21 Latin
conjunction
22 Whips
23 Leak through
24 Chooses
26 Collect
27 Poker stake
28 Mast
29 Coils
31 Color

.

'-.-..4hu;200.04f-•
4444,1114iNr

1
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:
.
f
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1
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,
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I'M GOING TO FIRE OUR g
COOK AND LT
E YOU MAKE
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ALL MY MEALS
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
CI E R
WA I DT
RAN
OWE
OULER
EGO
PETARD
TORGET
UMIDE R
PCIR
CARD
SOP
PEST
MINER
DEW
TIE'
AS
SIN
GAR
TA
SUEZ DIP
NEVER
PGIEL
TAM
BASS
LEA
CAMEL
ESL I OT
S AMU T E
L
0
POSTS
E01a
IZIE W
S WUSO SOD
8 Beam
9 Teutonic
deity
10 Platforms
1 Leaf of book
Pt
7
8
9
10

13 Cuts
16 Deposits
19 Clans
20 Ms Bailey
22 Twists
23 Sting
4
5
6
25 Alights
26 Separate
12
28 Disgrace
13
29 "— Science
Buries
3
301 Bur
15 16
ef
17
Part
leg
32 Preparedfor
19
20
print
33 Carried
23
35 Part of pie
38 Head of
Catholic
illUUUU
church
Tardy
4
39
1 Ta
Enemy
WIUUU
42 Cooling
device
44 " — God
36
46 Prefix twice
35UUUU
iiiii
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Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:
Monday-Friday
8a.m.-5p.m.

Saturday
8a.m.-12 noon

Do people
really
read
the
classifieds?
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1 1 . Instruction
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24

Miscellaneous

30 Business Rentals
38 Pets -Supplies
53 Services Offered
51. Campers
builders, conMOVING must sell )2' COACHMAN cam
PENCE sales if Sears
tractors. Build with
NI WICmu
B reeder dogs. per 753 4389 or 753 5960
now Call Sears 753 2310
0-rib metal roofing and
Dachshunds, Poodles,
for free estimate for
SUPPLIININT
52
Boats
siding from Davis Metal
Motors
Pomeranians and Shiht
your needs
INSURANCE
Sales information/
zus Some are expecting )0 FT Airstream travel FOR most any type
No age limit
free brochure, Danville,
puppies Also, puppies trailer in g000 condi
driveway white rock
Ky. I 800 442.0135. 1 800available 901-642-9437.
Center Dr.
to opt*.
lion, $3,150
Cali also, any type gravel,
722 7003
P UPPIES
dirt and sand call Roger
Our most popular
759 4850
Oft 641 N.
RUBBER bed mats for
Hudson, 753 4545 or
Dachshunds, $150; tiny
plan pays up to
ALL makes of pick-up
753-6763.
toy Poodles, $1254150;
100% of ktodicare
Private Bays
trucks Stokes Tractor
GENERAL repair, tree
Pomeranians, $250. 53 Services Offered
Approved charges
753.1319
Also, exotic birds. 901. A 1 ENTERPRI
trimming and wood for
A size for
LICENSED REAL
SE
(many policies pay
SERVICE all brands of
call
642 7067 or 642-9437
Wholesale dealer in gas sale For estimate
ESTATE AGENTS.
chain saws Also, 3 and
only 20%). Ws *van
every
need
Deposit will hold until and wood
2642
436
Wanted: licensed real
burning ap
4 wheelers. Stokes
Christmas.
pay on office calls
pliances, offering full MAX W. Parker,
estate people. New opTractor, Industrial
and other out of
service installation. Attorney at Law. For
portunity No prospectRoad.
43 Real Estate
Also, fireplace repair. mer county attorney;
ing High commissions.
hospital expanses.
SHARP copiers, new
kOPPERUD realty 'Chimney cleaning former district judge.
Call 901 232.8211, Tues.,
For fres Information
and used, for sales,
offers a complete range 'Masonry 'Damper Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Wed., and Thurs.,
call:
service, supplies or 32 Apts for Rent
of Real Estate services 'Bird screen *Hoods. Murray, 753 3153;
10A.M.-2P.M.
demonstration call
Jewry
with a wide selection of 436-5.355.
Home, 753.7900.
NEED a job? 4 openings
18002484319, Benton, 1 BEDROOM apart
Insurance
now. You may qualify
ment near downtown quality homes, all Al STUMP Removal. MOBILE HOME
763-4190
prices. 753-1222, toll free Reasonable rates, 10" Specialist, .epair,
if: (1)you do not have
HACK vending Murray. 753-4109 or 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
"free local
below surface. Call us leveling, und.rpinning,
GED or your high
machines. Small in , 762 6650.
olefin sorvlos"
school diploma, (2) you
) BEDROOM furnished. 711L for courteous, before you decide Free .roots, floors, plumbing,
vestment,
good
income,
Ar
competent Real Estate estimates. 753-0906.
wiring, washing,
have been out of school
for a few hours a week. Lease and deposit. 753- service. We make buyStart locally, lull urney
hurricane straps. 7599 months or more, (3)
APPLIANCE
9208 after 4P.M.
753
Kenneth
3693,
part time Train on live
ing & selling Real SERVICE
you are between ages 16
GOING out of business
Kenmore, 4850.
)BEDROOM duplex in Estate easy for
Chase.
airline computers Home
you.
& 21. We are a EOE.
Westinghouse, NEED work on your
sale Shop and save
Westwood
Subd.
Family
SPLIT
firewood,
study and resident train
5 ricks
This project is funded
Whirlpool. 27 years trees? We can beaptify
now! Furniture books
Financial aid avail
for $100 Call Dennis room with fireplace, 44. Lots for Sale
in
by the Western Ky.
experience. Parts and
toy's appliances
your yard by topping,
central
heat
air,
and
able Job placement as
McKnight
753-2435.
Private Industry
Everything must go!
appliances furnished. LOTS for sale in service. Bobby Hopper, shaping, dead-wooding
stance National liclqtrs
TOBACCO
chew,
Council.
Bagwell
JTPA.
Call
Manor.
Bob's
Con
Appliance Ser
Last day of business
or removing dead or
Lighthouse
FL
smoke a pipe'? Big 759-9429.
tact Howard Brandon vice, 202 S. 5th St. diseased trees. For
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
Dec 31, 19117 Trash and
) BEDROOM apart
ALL'.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
Card
of
bargains
3
Thanks
on
sweet
753
753-9378
4389
or
between
753
5960
Business 753 4872, 436
8:30Treasurers, 806 Col
satisifaction call the
chewing snuff, smoke- ment in Northwood
12:00 5 days a week.
1 800 327 7728
5848 (home).
dwater Rd 753 4569
proven professionals
$235 per month. 46. Homes
less,
twist,
plug,
pipe
for
Sale
NEW year, new lob. Accredited member NHS('
APPLIANCE REPAIR: Bover's Tree Service
Open 7A.M. t0/PM.
759-4406.
Card of Thanks
smoking.
Free
sample.
Hiring for 1088. ExcitFactory authorized for 753-0338. The competi•
MAJOR credit cards!
Stokers Dresden, Tn. ) BEDROOM apart- LARGE, well built, Tappan,
ing opportunity for new
Kelvinator and tion knows us you
Regardless of credit
The Perry and
split-level, brick house
ment
for
rent.
No
pets.
38225.
Want to Buy
career. Complete 14
history. Also, new
living room; unused Brown. Service on gas should too.
753-94/5 or 753-0521.
Marvel
family
USED
55
gallon
drums.
orientation and train- (1) CARROLL
credit card
No one
fireplace; dining room; and electric ranges, QUALITY construction
corn
very good condition. FURNISHED ef
would like to thank
ing. Cail 901.232-8211 pound bow
refused! For informa
den; 3 bedrooms with microwaves, dis- repairs and alterations.
for parts. Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
ficiency
apartment,
1
Tues., Wed., and (2).
tion call... 1 315 733 6062 relatives
and
room-length cedar-lined hwashers, re- Free estimates. Call G
H&R Huntsman WOOD for sale, $25
room
and
bath.
Water
Thurs., 10A.M.-2P.M.
Ext. M25.58.
muzzle loader. (3). rick, delivere a and cable paid. $135 per closets; built-in ironing frigerators, etc. Earl & A 4,36-2617.
friends for expresd.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- QUAL
OWNER operators
OUR church is raising
Ithaca
bolt action rifle. 753.2383.
ITY
month. Available Dec. board; 4 other closets; 2 5341.
sions of concern
CRST/ Malone needs 492 8566
big bathrooms; full-size
funds to purchase pro
workmanship- Frame
16th, 753-5980.
flat and van contractors
B
ETTER
suiLT
basement,
perty on which to build. during the death of
fireplace,
and trim carpenter.
26. TV -Radio
FURNISHED upstairs 1
no company trucks. 15. Articles for Sale
CONSTRUCTION. Remodeling, patio
If you could help, it our sister, Bessie
and
bedroom apartment. built-in cabinets; Storage
LEASE
Please
OWN
TO
25
call
us
toll
double
buildings,
free.
garage,
elecwould be greatly ap
fencing. D.L. Poole,
JUST in time for console TV
Water paid. Available
Dudley of Chicago,
with
USA
treated
remote,
•
800
962-8789
tronic
decks,
ALcontrol, cabinets,
and 435-4306.
predated and tax de
Christmas! Handmade
Ill. on Nov 27.
$53 a month. Murray Jan. 1. No pets, no storm windows and general home im
1030-292 4874.
ductible. For more in
hunting knives w/
REMODELING, room
children. $165 month. metal
753-8201
Rental
Sales.
&
provements
Quality
PHYSICAL
bars on garage
.
formation call (502)
therapist- scabbard, $65-$85.
additions, roofing,
753-5980.
Set
of
work
for
less. Free
and basement; security
Immediate opening for 8 steak
759 1602. Lake Land
knives, $200 LEASE TO OWN 19' FURNISHED apartestimates. L.E. general home repair. 20
doors;
physical therapist. Ex- Unique gifts
Apostolic Church.
for the color TV, $28 a month. ments 1 or 2 bedrooms, draperies,intercor$; Williams 489-2663.
years experience, free
5
Lost
Found
and
dishwasher,
cellent salary and ben- hard to buy
James H Cain, Pastor,
Murray Rental 8. Sales. also sleeping rooms.
for person
No stove, refrigerator, CONCRETE drive- estimates. Call Jess
P0 Box 917, Murray. LOST
efit package. Call 1-800- 753 6308
Australian
753-8201.
children
No pets
central heat. large lot ways, patios, carpentry 759-1346.
Ky 42071
Shepherd Green eyes, 634 HAND. Janet
LEASE TO OWN- Wir- Zimmerman Apart
ROCKY COLSON Home
Frankenberoer, PT.
male, bobtail, grey with
16. Home Furnishings
eless remote VCR, $32 a ments, South 16th with trees, flowers, and and block work. CALL Repair. Roofing, siding,
shrubs,
502.492-8160.
choice
street
in
tan and white paws
month. Murray Rental Street. 753-6609.
painting, plumbing,
THE Gold Nugget, Lost in 641 South area, REPORTER for 9,006 G.E.dishwasher pof
Murray. Upper 90's.
& Sales. 753-8201.
MUR-Cal apts. Nor- Owner, 759-4167.
concrete. Free es
circulation daily in scrubber, built-in, 2
south side of square, near Paschall Truck
timates. Call 474-2307 or
Maysville, Ky. General years old. Call 753-7323 ZENITH VCR, 4 event, thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. NICE 3 bedroom brick,
Mayfield, Ky 2.17 6762. Lines. Has collar. Per
14 day timer with Now renting. Equal
after 3:30.
753-6973.
assignment with em
Diamonds, black hills tonal pet. Reward. Call
aluminum trim, new disSEWING Machine Regold, 14kt gold chains 753 0123 or 753 0093.
phasis in health educa HARDROCK Maple wireless remote, Housing Opportunity. hwasher, nice neighborpair. All makes and
"We sell for less!" "We LOST. Kirksey/Stella lion. College degree dining room suite. 435- 1319.95; Zenith 19" color 759-4984.
hood, 30's. Call 753-7458.
TV,
$279.95;
Zenith
13" NICE 2 bedroom, cen- OWNERS sellingmodels. Home & Inand/or experience re .4454.
guarantee it " Jimmy area, Australian
1
color
TV,
$229.95; tral air and heat. No bedroom
dustrial. Bag closing
Thompson Jeweler.
Shepherd, male, blue quired. Contact Bob 17 Vacuum Cleaners
brick home
Zenith
25"
color TV, pets. 492-8634.
machines. Also scissor
TRANSFER your IMM eyes, grey and white Hendrickson, Box 518,
with double garage in
$49.95. Tucker TV, 1914 NICELY furnished 1 and
sharpening. 40 yrs.
home Movies 10 video markings, bobtail, no Maysville, Ky. 41056.
East Y Subdivision.
Coldwater Rd., 753-2900.
2 bedroom and single Large wooded lot. 753experience. All work
tape $3.50 per 50 ft collar, family pet. If TIN director of nursing
VACUUM
ZENITH full featured rooms for rent, located 85.54.
guaranteed. Kenneth
reel, tape included found please call 759
needed for 118 bed
S•ptic
Tank
CLEANERS Comcorders that weigh near campus. Days 753Barnhill, 753-2674,
facility. Expect to con
Free pick up and deliv 1893 after 5P.M
Repair & Installation
less than 3 pounds, 6111, after 5P.M. 753-0606. 47. Motorcycles
Stella, Ky.
vert 24 PC beds to
ery. Call Donna Dar
r
Kirby
$1,280. We also have NICE quiet 1 bedroom
Help Wanted
nell, Video Production 6
skilled care. Excellent
SUREWAY Tree SerBeckhoe, Loader,
1983 YAMAHA -200-E,
r Rainbow
Zenith 35" color TV and apartment north of
Specialties 435 4.349
benefits. Also, need
vice. Topping, pruning,
Dump Trucks
drive shaft, good condiAREA manufacturer
projection
screen
TV's
Murray. Stove, re- tion. 437-4950.
LPN charge nurses, full
tree removal. Aerial
r Electrolux
ANTED 23 qualified needs telephone corn
stock.
in
759-1515
Tucker
TV,
frigerator,
water furhomeowners to display municators to contact and part time. Apply in
bucket truck. Fully
r Hoover
1914 Coldwater Rd., nished. Phone 753-6458 1985 YAMAHA Jog, low
person at: Oakview
thermally sealed in home owners in your
insured for your prof
mileage, 5-400. 753-9658.
r
Eureka
753
2900
or 753-5410.
GUTTERING by Sears. ection. Stump removal
sulated replacement community. This is a Manor Health Care
Parts, Sales & Service
Sears continuous gut- with no lawn damage.
140w renting Embassy 48. Auto Services
windows. Deluxe pack permanent position. We Center, Rt. 1 Box 125,
27.
Meta*
Howes
tor
Sate
ters installed for your Free estimates. No
age $79.88 per window 7 pay hourly wage plus Calvert City. E.O.E.
Apartments. 2 bedroom
IMPORT
Auto
Salvagespecifications. Call obligations. 753-5484.
windows $49 monthly incentive bonus weekly. SECRETARY/ re10x52, 2 BEDROOM, apartments. Call 753We buy old foreign cars, Sears 753-2310 for free
ceptionist wanted for
Financing available If you are an ex
electric furnace, par- 3530.
WET BASEMENT? We
new
and
used
parts.
estimate.
Phone 1 800 422 9172
tially furnished, $2000. N ow taking apmake wet basements
perienced telephone resort in Hardin. Full
Open
Mon.
through
Sat.
#12 Dixieland Center
HAMILTON Cultured dry. Work completely
'77_ CHRYSLER New plications for 1 and 2
communicator and time, must work
8A.M.-5P.M.
1979
Subweekends. Experienced
marble. and tile. 643 Old guaranteed. Call or
Yorker, $1200. bedroom, section 8, low
759-4105
want an excellent op
Plymouth Fury 3, $900. income family at aru wagon for sale. Benton'Rd. 753-9400.
portunity to earn well preferred. Call 354.6377,
write Morgan Con
474-2325.
Phone 247.5460, best Southside Manor AparINSULATION blown in struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
above average income 9A.M.-5P.M., 7 days a
19
Farm
Equipment
week.
time
call
to
in
A.M.
tments.
Call
753-8221.
Sears.
by
from your home send
TVA ap- 409A, Paducah, Ky.
49. Used Cars
proved. Save on those 42001 or call 1-442 7026.
resume to Purchase TENNESSEE State FRICK sawmill with 12x60 MOBILE home with E qual Housing
Home
Opportunity.
Health
high
heating and cool
Service is power unit, $1200; 666 3 lots. For more informaEnterprises, Inc., P.O.
ing bills. Call Sears 55. Feed and Seed
TAXING applications
Box 1397, Paducah, Ky. now taking applications IH tractor; Massey tion phone 436-2904.
Hazel, KY
for
RN.
753-2310 for free
Send resumes Ferguson hay baler 14x70 WINDSOR, 1 for Section 8. Rent
42002 1397.
(Formerly ol Murray .4 Fulton)
WHEAT straw, $1 a
estimate.
We buy. .. .
acre, new well and Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
ABYS I TTER needed to. 724 Memorial Or., 435-4226.
bale, you haul. 489 2796
Paris,
Tn.
or
call
BR.
642
Apply
septic
LICENSED
tank.
Hilldale
electrician,'
for
Sell
6
infant
in
old
week
SNYDER
poly
•Junk Cars
tanks
after 6P.M.
6162.
Apts.,
together
residential
Hardin,
or
separate.
and
my
(Formerly
Ky.
tom;
ol
home.
Benton)
Monday
All
sizes
and shapes.
•Batterlies $1 Each
E qual Housing
mercial. Air conditionthrough Friday, TOOL & die makers Wholesale prices de. 435.4510 or 435-4568.
.Wanted
•Coppar *Etc.
ing. Sales and service. 57
8A.M.-5P.M. starting With a minimum of 5 alers wanted. G&L 1986- 1.4x75. Central heaf Opportunity.
Gas installation and WANT to buy raw furs.
•Carts 35' per lb.
Jan. 4th. Send Years experience. Send Equipment Dist. 3925 and air (3 ton air unit),
repair for natural and Stanley Owen Mc
qualifications and 2 resume to: P.O. Box Hiway 60 E. Owensboro, factory fireplace, 2
Otrew 100 lbs. 40,
LP. Fred's Repair 753- Clellan, Pulaski, IL.
references to: P.O. Box 1040.P, Murray.
bedrooms, 2 full baths. 34 Houses for Rent
Ky. 502-683 9186.
492-81 83 or
618-342-6316.
7203.
TRACTOR trailer flat1404, Murray.
Very nice! 474-8853 or
BEDROOM unNew & Used
498-8785
474.2232.
DABYSITTER needed bed drivers, one year 20. Sports Equipment
furnished house, close
GM Executives ft.
for a 1 1/2 year old boy. O.T.R. experience, CAMOUFLAGE army LOANS/ repos - Used to campus. 1614 Miller.
Program Vehicles
Monday through Fri- 24-1/2 - 29- 1/2 C.P.M. pants and shirts; army mobile home loans. No pets. $250 month.
001-042-3000
Home
most weekends. boots and insulated Refinancing available. Available Dec. 1. 753, 8A M.
Hwy. 79 W.- Parts
:1
COUNTRY Jeans will day
Starting Mid January. Clean, safe equipment. coveralls. Jerry's Repossessions for sale. 5980.
5940 *
be open Dec 24, from Call 759.9688.
Insurance Call 615.383
Sporting Goods, 6th 8. Low fixed rates. Green 1 BEDROOM home to 1977 CADILLAC, extra
10A.M 5P M. for your
Custom Kitchen
3398
Tree Acceptance, 1 800- rent in town. No pets. nice, 1 owner. 1971 LTD
DAYTIME
work,
main
Walnut,
Mayfield.
247
shopping convenience
Cabinets
221 8204, Lexington, 1- Phone Bill Kopperud at Ford, 54,000 actual
cleaning, experience
4704.
and layaway pick up,
606-223-1010. (E.O.L.)
preferred. Need phone TRUCK drivers Poole
miles. 436-2427.
753-1222.
All Types Of:
Also Saturday
at home, work Truck Line needs ex
MOVING must sell!
22. Musical
BEDROOM brick with 1979 DATSUN 280Z 2+2,
10 A.M. 5P.M. All
it
weekends. Apply Eagle perienced over the-road
1974 14'x65' Windsor. 2 pool, 518 S. 6th St. 1400 silver with black interCustom Woodworking
It
sweatshirts 10% off, Inn,
drivers. Must be at least BONTEMPI Eclipse bedrooms, 1 bath, par•
Hwy. 641 South.
It
ior,
plus
deposit.
extra
753-1266
Call
clean.
Good selection of acid
keyboard
and stand. tially furnished,
23 with good driving
good days.
It
Weekdays call after
jeans, jackets and EXCELLENT income record and work his- Best offer. 759 1893 after
condition. 759-1587.
lt
4:30P.M. 753-7166.
1 OR 4 bedroom house
skirts. 5 miles 94 East, taking short phone tory. Excellent pay and 5P.M.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
41
messages at home. Call
MOVING must sell! $225; 2 bedroom duplex, 1981 MAZDA; 1979 T759 1062.
'Drop by & sae our showroom
benefits
41
package.
41
1981
for info. Ext. S-8047
14x72 mobile $ 2 0 0 . 7 5 3 2 5 0 6 or Bird; 1979 Lincoln. 753- t
24. Miscellaneous
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - irianeki &Jingly e...wicil
Drivers
with
than
less
504-649-7922.
home. 2 bedrooms, 492-8225.
4389
or
753-5960.
12 months experience 14 FT tubular steel large kitchen, living
may apply as a Poole gates $32.95. Painted, room with fireplace, FOR rent, 3 bedroom, 1 1986 FIERO, black with
bath brick house, car- tinted windows, 16,000
Driver Trainee. Apply double welded and large bath. 753-4544.
port, in Murray. $325 actual miles, $6900 firm
Sheree,
in person: Poole Truck braced. At participating
per month plus deposit. 753-5094 or 759-4915.
Line, Cresline Drive, Southern States 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
753-8981 after 4:30P.M.
1986 PONTIAC Grand
At six you were
Henderson, Kentucky Dealers.
2 BEDROOM furnished SMALL 5 room house Am, tilt, air, PW, PS,
(502-826.8719) or 1408 1987 OPEN arm sewing mobile home, baths
the cute one,
2
on
Up to 10 doors & 6 drawers wbeood grain Formica.
Lebanon Road, machine, looks like new, Hwy 641, Hazel, KY. for rent. 2 rooms up- AM/FM, extra sharp!
stairs, 3 down. 15 miles $7700. 489 2704 after
Aud now you are
New doors. hard»., labor included, 11995, many colors.
Nashville, Tennessee less than 4 mo. old. Zig $150 a month,
$200 east on 94. $175 per 6P.M.
zags, monograms, button
(6)5-255-4082) (1.800.225
deposit. You pay all
even more
Murray
436-5560
month. 354-6729.
holes. Sold for over $370,
8000) EOE.
your bills. Call answer
Need An Extra Car
beautiful at
WANTED: Ex- pay balance of $85 or $15 ing service 492-8806.
perienced injection per month. 3 to choose )OR 3 BR, furnished or
For A Few Days?
Thirty-One.
36. For Rent or Lease
molder. Send resume from. Phone 753-3315.
unfurnished, some new
Rcelt Fr
G1.011• At
to: P.O. Box 1565 Faris 30 GALLON electric furniture, natural gas
HAPPY BIRTHDAY "HONDWAIN TAYLOR
water heater, good
Tn. 38242.
electric, air con
working condition. Call
Key MiniCHEVROLET. INC.
ditioned. Shady Oaks
Love, Rick
753-6706.
9. Situation Wanted
753-5209.
502-753-2617
Warehouses
FORMER preschool ANTIQUE jewelry
BEDROOM trailer for
Hwy.
121
South
Victorian
(1800
1920)
teacher will provide
'72 diEVROLET lm•
rent, 4 miles out east 94
Sizes from 5X70 to 10)(30
childcare Reasonable. bangle bracelets, rings, on Post Oak Drive.
pala, 1200. 753-3300.
monism
411
answer
753-9918
If
no
lockets,
cuff
pins,
links, 753-8438
759'4548.
'75 PLYMOUTH Fury,
axe
assamot
7534078. 753-0996
Terrell
Charlotte
etc.
1 do odd lobs cleaning
MI
good condition. Can be
NORTHWIND Mobile
247-5915 Mayfield.
Qualifications:
gutters, yard work,
seen at 607 Olive or call
Home
Park
on
North
hauling, etc Call Andy FIREWOOD for sale, 16th Street now has
after 4P.M. 753-2818
Background in Behavioral Sciences
37 Livestock-Supplies
$20 a rick delivered.
at 753-6959.
trailer lots and trailers
and/or Factory experience
753 2887.
50
Used Trucks
7 GOATS for sale, S2.5
NEED a lob part or full FIREWOOD
for rent. 753-9866.
for sale, SMALL
General Duties:
time! Will clean house
trailer, all each. 489.2796 after 1982 CHEVY 1 ton, PS,
far removed hem other removable rock/cassette decks,
6P.M.
and office or odd and 436 2296.
Provided Job training and supervision
PB, A/C, new tires,
$60 per month
FIREWOOD for sale electric,
you've never heard anything as crisp, clean, or clear as
end jobs. Very re
SIMMENTAL and dump bed. $4700, 0130.
Blood River. 436-2427.
to mentally and/or physically handicapped
437-4667.
the
Alpine 7283.
sponsible
person.
Simbrah
Ask
bulls.
Per474-8855.
adults in an industrial setting
for Regina, Kathy or FIREWOOD for sale.
The clarity comes from features like on 18-pin
formance & semen 1982 SMALL truck,
Also, tree removing. 30
Wayne 753-7111.
Starting Date:
tested. Excellent qual- Dodge 50. AM/FM
cornector, so rugged you can remove and replace the
years experience. 436
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, tape, great gas mileage,
WILL do plumbing in
January 18 All interested persons may
player 25,000 times(thousands more than you'll probably
stallation & repairs. All 2758 or 436 2562.
Ky. 522-8794.
excellent condition.
send their resume' to:
ever need). And the T-10 li-Tunef, which uses five
FORMAL
dress,
tea
Mobile
Home
guaranteed
Free es
$2800. 489 2704 after
P0 Box 10401, Murray, KY 42071
38 Pets-Supplies
separate technological advancements to eliminate noise
timates Phone 492 8899 length, red, late over sa
5P.M.
Repair
tin,
worn
once.
$90.
and cistoftn. Plus the SCC head with a response
362
or 753 1308.
/1 MONTH old beautiful, 1983 CHEVY pick up,
4766 after 9a.m.
WILL do any odd lob
beyond that of most home tope decks.
registered Alaskan 1/2 ton, 68,xxx original
Anchoring &
GO carts, go carts
cut and haul shubbery
Malamute Male and miles, 305, bed liner,
If you're alter remarkable sound,
Complete
Repair
Also, cut and remove 5 8HP. Stokes Tractor,
female. $150 each Call tool box. A/C, PS, PB,
you'll find it in this Aipine Removable.
If...Job Security, Good Salary
hedges Call 7533534 or Industrial Road.
753.4703 days or 489 2148 cruise, AM/FM cassBonus Opportunities, Great Benefits
Available now for *nmecfiate removal
LARGE, large, large * (802)492-8488 If
753 3455 anytime.
nights.
ette, new tires, excelExcellent Working Conditions
from our shelves.
selection of storage
AKC Golden Retriever lent condition. $5900,
10. Business Opportunity
buildings in stock for
Interest You. ..
pups, top lines, $100. 0130. 474-8855.
Then. . . .
1985 FORD Ranger
roR sale 4 station immediate delivery. 30 Business Rentals 642 0363 in Paris, Tn
Heritage Manor l• the place
•
ickup. Call 492 8566.
beauty salon, located in Acree Portable
////iALPINE
HOLIDAY puppies!
Buildings,
Mayfield,
for you. . .
a shopping center. 753Shih Tzus, top quality,
87 DODGE Dakota,
Ky.
502-247
7831.
Part time and full-time positions are
6520
non shedding. Call col- p.s., p.b., air, 5500
On Court Square
available Apply In person at Heritage
lect 1 527 3419.
actual mi., 5 speed,
PROSPEROUS local LIKE new &lids white
rabbit jacket, size 7
Manor. 4th & Indiana. Mayfield, KY
$150.00• month.
business for sale Es
LABRADOR puppies, 6 $9000. Must sell Call
E0E/M/F/1-4/V
Deposit Required.
after 3 .m. 753.7603.
tablished weight loss 759 1087
yellow, 3 chocolate
AK and Hickory
center'. Small investAKC registered. Call
C EVY 374 ton, 4
of aft Lallo carirsit NO 7 CHOST WI ST
Call
7113-1
91
e.
A HILLHAVEN FACILITY
firewood for sale. $25 a
ment. Send inquiries to
B utch Seargent speed, p.s., p.b., 11,600
Ask for Ted Delaney.
%avail/iv. KINTUCe v 47077
rick, delivered. 753 1243
P.O. Box 1402, Murray
753 7307
cash. Call 753-4468
COUNTRY sh0w-7
dance band available
for all occasions Call
1 SOO 628 2828 ext 297
Leave name, I, and
message for Mr Page

EXP.

sales people,
direct sales preferred
training program, no
nights, weekends or
travel Highest pay
structure in the area
Full or part time (901)
247-3210.
HIRING! Governmenf
lobs your area. $15,000 $68,000 Call (602)
8388883 Ext 684."

POLE

Creekview
Storage

753-6734

Lordy, Lordy
Look who is
40/
Billy Roy
Dec. 25th

Brent Allen
Ditching

The Vac
Shack

KGA
Recycling

Dan Taylor
Freddie Poe

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cad* Ix. ol
Pins, TN

.„„,......................A
Wulff Kitchen Cabinet Recovery
Special

REMOVABLE.
REMARKABLE.

JOB Coach

* Pour Stir *

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES

Building For Rent

NI

Sunset Boulevard Music
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Federal stipulation leaves 'out' for coal funding
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP ) — Kentucky will have to make progress
in its efforts to strengthen enforcement of strip mine regulations in
order to receive the full amount of
a special federal grant for that
purpose, congressional aides said.
We wanted to leave ourselves
an 'out' if for some reason the
state of Kentucky isn't meeting its
requirements," an aide to Senate
Majority Leader Robert Byrd,
D-W.Va., said Tuesday.
A warning that future installments of a $12.99 million grant
will be contingent upon such progress came in the form of ap-

Attorney General
plans to join firm
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State Attorney General Dave
Armstrong will join the law firm
of Wyatt Tarrant & Combs when
his term expires next month, the
firm has announced.
Wyatt Tarrant & Combs is the
largest law firm in Kentucky.
Armstrong, 46, will join the firm
as counsel and will do corporate
law and litigation, managing partner Gordon Davidson said
Tuesday.
Armstrong, who finished second
in last May's Democratic primary
for lieutenant governor, will
become the second state officeholder to join a large law firm
after leaving office.
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear, who
made an unsuccessful bid for
governor, announced in October
tht he will become a partner in the
Lexington office of Stites &
Harbison.

OBITUARY
Mrs. Grace Jepson
Mrs. Grace Jepson, 80, died
Tuesday at 10:30 p.m. at her home
on Rt. 3, Murray.
Her husband, Donald Jepson,
died in 1968.
Born Jan. 26, 1907, in New
Jersey, she was the daughter of
the late James Newport and
Charlotte Humphrey Newport.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Barbara Snyder and husband, Charlie, Rt, 3, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Clara Fleischer,
Bloomfield, N.J.: four grandchildren, Michael Snyder and
wife, Jana, Texas, Mrs. Richard
(Sherry) Crittendon and Mrs. Kim
(Sharon) Wilson, both of Murray,
and Mrs. Terry (Susan) Adams,
Dexter.
The body will be cremated. No
visitation or services will be held.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.

Hog market
Federal•State Market %ewe Service December
23. 11167 Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market
Report Includes S Buying Stations Itecetpts: Act.
MS Est. 7110 Harrows
GUIs steady .26 lower.
Sows 1.10-2.34 lower.
US 1.2 2U.264 lbs.
$411.116-46.161
US 1.2 206-220 lb..
$36-M-441.1111
US 3-3 2M-3611 lbw
$20-60-46.410
ITS 3-4 22..r72 lbe
Soon
US 1.2 2714366 lb.
SMI.111327.641
few WM
US 1.3 3141-464 Ma.
1121.0-21.441
IS 1.3 44331/0 1.12
$261.411336.116
US 13 3/6 &Ed np
8 2-3 ttut-too As
ps.sass.a.
Roam 11234/6-26-66

NOTICEWe

White Cii1(1w.iter
Grovel .111(. 1 Dirt.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
removed
24

Elcip

propriation language attached to
sophisticated techniques in future
the federal spending bill, accorenforcement — but only if the
ding to a story published in Tuesfederal government paid the tab.
day's editions of The CourierThe lawsuit alleged "a
Journal.
systematic breakdown" in state
The state will receive $3.685
strip mine enforcement. Many of
million of the three-year grant
the shortcomings cited date to
through the current fiscal year.
1978-82, when the state and OSM
which ends Sept. 30.
shared enforcement duties.
The spending bill was approved
Byrd and Sen. J. Bennett
by Congress Tuesday and signed
Johnston and Rep. Sidney R.
by President Reagan.
Yates, the two managers of the
Kentucky receives an annual "mini-conference" on Interior
grant from the U.S. Office of SurDepartment appropriations that
face Mining — about $8 million
approved the Kentucky grant.
this year — like other states that
reportedly were unhappy that no
have "primacy," or main responmatch would be required of the
sibility for strip mine regulation, state.
but it must match that money.
Johnston, D-La., and Yates, D.
The special grant is in addition
Ill., along with other lawmakers,
to that money, and no match is
also were said to be fearful of setrequired.
ting a precedent that would enKentucky officials agreed, in a
courage environmentalists to sue
Sept. 9 settlement of a lawsuit other coal-mining states and
enbrought by environmentalists, to
courage those states to turn to
attack a backlog of problem mines
Washington for similar financial
and unpaid fines and to use more
aid.

The federal grant will allow the
state to hire 85 new employees, including 21 lawyers and 20 mine inspectors. It will pay for 800 hours
per year of helicopter travel.
which will be used to photograph
all strip mines with permits issued
since May 1982.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP
— Health department officials say
an estimated 1.7 million birds are
living in two roosts here and are
deemed a health threat.
Despite two sprayings to
eliminate the birds, fewer than
half have been killed, according to
Chuck Bunch, director of the Barren River Area District Health
Department. One spraying on
Monday killed about 315,000 birds,
Bunch said, and another last Friday killed about 285,000.
The roost includes starlings,
grackles, redwing blackbirds and
brown-headed cowbirds. Their
droppings, accumulated over a

AviDtc-7

long period of time, can frtilize
fungus spores that produce the
lung disease histoplasmosis,
which is similar to tuberculosis.
The birds are sprayed with a
chemical that emoves their protective body oils, causing them to
freeze to death.
Bunch said officials may spray
again in January or February. He
said work will also begin on altering the site so birds will not return
in future years.
Such alterations include the
destruction of trees and other
vegetation that would invite the
birds' presence, he said.

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+16.41
Goodyear
Previous Close
1978.46
I.B.M.
Air Products
40% + 1,4
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
211,4B 211/8A
Jerrico
ATkT
38% + 1/4
Kmart
Briggs k Stratton
27 -1
/
4
Kroger
Chrysler
JCPenney
23% +1
/
4
CSX Corp
30/
1
4 +%
Penwalt
Dean Foods
25 nue
Quaker Oats
Dollar Gen. Store
6
/
1
4B 112
/
8A
Sears
Exxon
Texaco
•44% +%
Ford
79 +%
Time Inc.
G.A.F.
45% +%
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
Wal-Mart
42% +%
GenCorp, Inc.
Wesdy's
47% +%
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
431/4 -%
414 MAIN STREET

61% +1
/
2
110% +1%
35% + 1,4
13%B 13/
1
4A
30% +3
/
4
35 -s-',4
44% -%
44% AA
44% +%
34 toe
38 +1
/
4
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Also, $1 million is to be spent
over three years on helicopters
and increased staffing to police illegal "wildcat" mines.
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Officials say blackbirds are a threat
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Off Selected Groups
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Open every night
til 8:00
Sundays 1-5!

OY i

F te.i• I st mimes

A

Treated Cross Tic's
43b 4343

"We don't intend to get involved
in bailing out another state," said
one congressional aide. "In Kentucky's case, this is one of those
things we didn't want to do. But we
didn't see a better solution."
Kentucky had sought $5.685
million for the current fiscal year,
but House-Senate conferees appropriated the lesser amount.
noting that "funding is only
necessary for three-fourths of the
fiscal year

Kemp

FREE
Gift Wrapping!
Gift Certificates
Available!

Callaway Lumber
N. 4th
733-5033

43b 4319 E3(ili Kemp Jr

CHRISTMAS WEEKEND
MOVIE SPECIAL
Rent 7 Movies
for $10
Each Additional Movie
Only 99°
Rent a VCR for the
weekend for only 8.95
& get a FREE MOVIE
Pickup weekend specials
Thursday, bring back Monday.

Off Movie Club Memberships
—Includes 27 Free Movies
Over 2700 Movie Titles to Choose From
Open 7 to 1 Christmas Eve, Dec. 24

AUDIO/VIDEO
SALE

We still have a goodej
selection of VCRs & TVs
for Christmas — All on Sale
at greatly reduced prices.
Free Movie Club Membership
with an Audio or Video Purchase

mit--EsitVeits,oca twiaitzplopps/

army
RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 I.'Ask St.

Murrey

713-8201

CORN-AUSTIN FOR LADIES
402 Main St.

753-2472

Christmas
and New Years
Holiday Sale!
apPY
soudays
from all of our
families to yours.
Health & happiness
be yours.

From Smoked Jowl to Black-eye Peas, Jim
Adams is making this your lucky year for
savings and value. Value, Quality, and
Savings, Every Day.

Lean
U.S. Choice•73%

10V/0 Pure
Ground Beef
3 lb. w• 5 lb. Cbob

Pak

7 DAYS SALE • Prices good beginning
Wednesday, Dec. 23, 1987, through Tuesday,
Dec. 29, 1987. We reserve the right to limit
quantities and correct printing errors.
5-PC. PLACE SETTING
ONLY

1

Only 2 More Weeks!

With $50 In
Cash Register 'Tapes

Hurry...Offer ends

5-Pc. Place Setting Consists Of:
• Dinner Plate • Dessert Dish
•Bread &
• Saucer
Butter Plate

Final sales and completer pieces
available thru January 23, 1988

Coupon expires
Tuesday.
Dec. 29, 987
NV
No. 606

'30.00 perthaso to rodoom both Potato Chips & ko Cream

With this coupon
& '15.00 additional
purchase.
Limit one coupon
per tomily.

Merry Christmas, with Value & Quality at the Right Price!
dliP

40 lb. Rose
Dog Food

L
C)

coeii P.1141
ta
41101411)

Nestle's GALLON
Chocolate Milk

499 9149

SELF-RISING
FU3UR

Self-Rising
4.

Gold Modal
5 lb.flour

c

Lhoit 2

Limit 2

Some: $201

Sunflower
Sib. Meal -

Save. 501
411111rmor

CHOCOt ATE
MILO

Limit 2

CHOCOLATE

S.,.: 70c
.41410

Limit 1

'419

8•110.
•11101,•••
10,011•1,11111

Revise•15 es.

Bush• 15 oz. Fresh Shelled

Koehler•711.

Flex Conditioner

Black-Eye Peas

Towne louse Jrs.

$ 1 Sev•:
Uosil ailler

Review• 1S.z.

Flex Shampoo
$1

49

Se•• 40'

Koehler•II es.

Nabisco•&Deck Crackers

Tato Skins

American Classk
$I 49

99

C

Limit 2

Caplets or Tablets

29

Savo: 40c

S.••:40

Ileblsce Smock Crechen

24 ci. Advil

Better Cheddars

$129
7 es

Save 404

knit
(#11111f."!..
Merrier or Lite Syr,*

24 oz. Mrs. Butt•rwerlit
1
limit 7

99

Instant Oseker Outs• 12' 2 el.

Fruit vo' Cream
.
3Si 99

Savo: Me

Salm 40'

•

hobo Roll

Sbeild's•Atergerhoo

Bolt Towels

3 lb. Country Crock

89c

$169

sem 30'
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ADA

_ valSavuef10resh meats
USDA
CHOICE

.4'
.
0

•
.

Pa.

to 30%
401:1
the lowest total everyday
meat prices
in town on
ranteed quality
•U.S. CHOKE gua
meats.
• REALEAN

-

'

GRAIN FED BEEF

-.
•-

•GRADE A
FRESH CUT FRYERS

PORK

•••

1/04

•

•
•

Holiday Favorites!
oX
)

Whole• Sliced Free

Field's• Fully Cooked

Clifty Farm CaliftY7'arnt- Kentuckian
Country Ham
Boneless Nam

4tk

QUALITY

$949
100°. Pure
•
Chok
e
U.S.

Dee,

Lb.

„,1 lb.

81% Lean
Ground Bees

Lb.

Field's Fresh
Ham Sausage

Smoked Sausage

5t.71h.

Bonoloss• Fully Cooked

-•:•••

Louis Rich
Breast of Turkey

More
3 Lbs. or

9
9
39$
U.S. Choice "Grain Fed" Boneless Beef!

Lb.
7.,•

rya.,AP

.'44-..r`
•

—34Y.43

USDA
CHOICE

.
4t

"1,

7

yomeme,mosiori•v-Gra& A • Frosheirt Fryer

*redo A "Fresbast"

Rocklin • Fresh

Leg Quarters

Fryer Brest

Pork Steak

39flepeck

Lb.

Oscar Aayer
Little Sntokie
Links

$299
tow"

fig01"",raisookilw
leer

too°
.
elooth

fogs*

Rib Eye Steak

$ 1 49
Lb.

Valupack

4140 c
tliediur
*rev's
swim,
s499

flit
14w -41ortgi
,- Am4'
re- w:4'
e
%

0%*

utv"Ir!.

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed" Boneless

-fato

Lb.

Valupack

Easy Fixins
For Holiday
Guests and Snacks
Double Your Money Back
— Jim Adams Ilearaato• To You —
We unconditionally guarantee all
meat bought at Jim Adams. If you
are not satisfied with your meat purchase, we will gladly refund DOUBLE
the PRICE of the meat when returned
to us.

— Yalufresh Meats —

rr-F 7r1

ii
HFIE AST FILLETS

Tyson • Bonoloss Skinless

Taste O'Seci • 1 lb.

Fluor's*

Breast Fillets

Perch Fillets

1 lb. Chopped Ham

$299
Lb.

$
2
99
Lb.

$ 11 9
9
Can

1111

JI
ADA

Glaze
Fresh Orange
for:Nam
peeked
1 sop'Moly
hill1o,p•oes
wear
lavas
3 2
smosterd
touspeolts des
imirsilly growl
.orliates)1
peropared
*row pool(2wowed 2telikspoimes
freshly
ardor!
112 cep
'raw Olt*
combine all ingresaucepan, throughly stiring constantly.
In small
5 minutes,
dients; boil .hordtemperature. Follow
Remag
Cool to rooM
tructions obove.
over
glazing ins
may be used
pan
from
cup.
glaze
Makes about I
sweet potatoes.

(IFC-_,..., . •

Good
eating Plump juicy freshness
ior good
Imms I bursting with flavor!

L6..,99`

beam River

SeeMbite• II oz.

U.S. Ns. I "Premien"

Mushrooms
$ 19

Red Potatoes

200 ct Plump II Juicy

Grapefruit

Lemons

3

for

Vino•Crisp

29

C

ePrOON

uk

Cabbage

1

U.S. No. 1 "Premium"

9-'10$ 49
1

Yew
Owe

Bey$

10 Lb. Red
Potatoes

Lbs.

9c
pkg.5

Pre-Cut

10 oz. Bag

199 Slaw Mix

va!garish bakery
Available in Stores with Bakery-Deli Fresh Baked Goodness!
**

Fresh Naked

Keeteckien Geld•Deli Sliced

Roast Beef
$349

Pound Cake
$1 49

Lb.

Lb
Fro* Mods

Cake
Donuts

Pastry

$A 99

R.

Velvet
Cake

19
Dozen

Mole

$189
4. U

Dinner Rolls

..ca

Mg

Danish
Squares

3.99c

